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Building for the Future

Murray's 438th
Unit carries 'a
lot of tradition'
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Mar Conslivellion
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Several construction projects have sprung up
all over town, and so far everything is running
smoothly.
Groundwork has already started on the new
Subway building. Owner Firoozeh Razban said
the building will be 5,000 square feet, 2,000 of
that will be devoted to the Subway.
"They should be ready to pour the concrete by
the end of September," Razban said.
She purchased the property two years ago, and
has been working in the meantime to get out of
her lease at the current location.
She said she knew the restaurant needed a bigger lobby are because the current one gets so
KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photos
crowded.
"It should be completed in February or March HARD AT WORK ... Several business sites are under construction around Murray. Sites
depending on the weather conditions," Razban include the future home of Heritage Bank, left photo, the Murray Bank's north branch
location, right, and the future home of Subway beside Cracker Barrel, top photo. These
said.
Two banks are opening new locations. projects are well underway and on schedule.
Heritage Bank is building a new location at 210
The Murray Bank has already moved a tempo- the north side of town at a later date.
N. 12th St., at the corner of 12th and Sharpe.
"We don't know how long we'll be in it, but
"I think we are running right on schedule and rary building in the Chestnut Hills Shopping
we had to do it because we are expanding,"
we have hopes of being in the building by Center parking lot on North 641.
"If we stay on the same timeline we have been, Thomas said.
February," said market manager Richard
we should be open by October," Murray Bank
She said the temporary building was an old
Vanover.
He said construction of the building so far has Marketing Director Patti Thomas said. "We have bank from Tennessee, so the design and set up
plans to build just south of that location, we just will be the same.
run into very few snags.
"There is not that much to do once the outside
"We had to meet some state conditions, but haven't designed it yet."
She said the building is only temporary and is finished,- Thomas added. "We're proud to get
they've been addressed and taken care of,"
will be building another permanent location on something like this on the north side of town."
Vanover said.

Cook likely to retry Turner with murder
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Commonwealth Attorney Gale
Cook said this morning that she will
likely attempt to try Angelita Turner
with murder when her case comes to
trial again.
A jury was unable to reach a verdict last week on either a charge of
intentional or wanton murder, and a
mistrial was declared in Calloway

County Circuit Court.
Turner was standing trial for an
incident which occurred in March
2001 when the body of her newborn
infant daughter was found wrapped
in a towel inside a trash bag in her
Murray State University dormitory
room.
Cook said she believed the reason the jury was unable to reach a
verdict last week was because of

some confusion regarding one of the
possible charges.
'I think the jury was confused on
what 'wanton' was," she said. "I
think that's where our problems
came in."
According to jury instructions,
the definition of acting "wantonly"
is when a person is aware of and
consciously disregards a substantial
and unjustifiable risk that consti-

tutes a gross deviation from the
standard of conduct that a reasonable person would observe in that
situation.
Turner attorney Tom Glover said
after the trial that he would be willing to consider a plea agreement, but
Cook said she has no plans to offer
anything
than
the
other

•See Page 2

Rockets fired near U.S., U.N. bases today
BAGRAM, Afghanistan (AP) —
Rockets were fired near U.S. forces
and a U.N. compound in separate
areas of the country, U.S. and
Afghan officials said.
An Afghan working for the
United Nations was seriously
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injured when two rockets struck a
One rocket was fired at a U.S.
compound housing the offices of the position in the eastern city of
U.N. Children's Fund, or UNICEF, Asadabad but missed, U.S. military
in the eastern city of Jalalabad. spokesman Col. Roger King said.
Police Chief Haji Ajab Shah blamed Another landed about 800 yards
the attack on Taliban or al-Qaida from a U.S. position along the
fugitives.
Pakistani border.
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U.S. officials said they didn't
know who fired either rocket, but
Taliban and al-Qaida remnants are
active in both areas. The attacks
come a day after Afghan officials
said rockets were launched at a U.S.
base in Khost.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
They may be working eight-hour
days, but that is pretty much where
the similarities between the average
job and what Murray's 438th
Military Police Company will be
doing in November end.
Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton
announced last week that the local
National Guard unit will be
deployed to Cuba in support of
Operation Enduring Freedom. The
124-person unit will report to their
armory Oct. 1 to begin training and
administrative procedures.
"What we'll be doing is working
at the facilities in the Guantanamo
Bay camp where they have the
POW camps," said 1st Sgt. Ronnie
England. 'These are actually not
POWs;
considered
they're
detainees."
England said the Murray unit
will be supporting other MPs that
ire already at the camp. He said it
typically takes approximately 590
people to keep the camp operating
in a 24-hour period.
After reporting Oct. 1, the unit
will then move on to Fort Dix in
New Jersey Oct. 17 where, according to England, they will train for
approximately one month before
leaving for Cuba.
"A lot of the training has already
been done in Murray," he said. "We
are specialists in what we do, and
we train every day."

England said the unit could have
to serve in Cuba for up tio one year.
Typically, he said, the Army has set
up 180-day tours on site. The tour
will not officially begin until the
soldiers set foot on Cuban soil, he
said.
"The Army has a special way of
doing things," England said. "They
can change things anytime they
want to. We hope we'll be back
sometime in June."
Of the 124 people in the unit,
England said 90 percent are soldiers. The rest, he said, are mechanics, cooks, administrative clerks and
other personnel. He said the ages of
those in the unit range from 18 to
58, with around 10 Murray State
University students also serving.
England said the camp currently
has somewhere in the neighborhood
of 600 detainees. While he
described the working hours as "just
like you going to your regular job,"
he also said the unit will have to
take its work extremely seriously.
-This is a dangerous operation.
These people tried to kill us.
Anything can happen:' he said.
For a unit which also served during Operation Desert Storm.
England said the challenge Cuba
will represent will continue its heritage of service throughout the
world.
"We've been all over the world::
he said. This unit's got a lot of tradition behind it."

Maternity area
focus of MCCH
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
When Murray-Calloway County
hospital decided to consider expansion, two major areas were taken
into consideration: having more private rooms available and upgrade of
its maternity services.
Hospital President/CEO Isaac
Coe said that infant deliveries at the
hospital have declined every year
for the past 10 years. "We feel the
fertility in the county isn't declining; people are going somewhere
else," he said.
"The size of our labor and delivery needs to be addressed."
Those areas can set the tone for
the hospital. Coe said many times, a
person's first impression of a hospital is when they come to give birth.
If they are pleased with the maternity facilities, guests will continue to
use the hospital, its doctors and
other facilities.
"It is one of those base services
we want to do well," he said. •
Labor and Delivery currently
only has three labor rooms and one
C-section room. "If there were a
crisis in a delivery, it would be difficult for us to get the people and the
equipment we would need," Coe
explained. "I think we need to
address the aesthetics, the space
constraints and the technological
restraints."
The new design calls for five
labor and delivery rooms and eight

www.murraytedger.com

additional private
rooms
which will be
designed larger.
He said the
rooms need to be
large enough to
the
welcome
family in when
after the baby is
Coe
born and also
allow room for
the baby to stay in the room with the
mother.
"We need those resources there
for moms," Coe said.
Another area of the hospital's
new design is adding additional,
larger private rooms for other
patients. To do that, the design of the
floor had to be updated.
Twenty-eight rooms will be
located around the external wall
with a central station located in the
center.
He also said for on-going illnesses, the hospital encourages family to
be part of the healing process, and
this will make more room for them.
The expansion of the hospital is
still under discussion and has to be
passed before the hospital board
before any of the process can go into
effect. Estimated construction costs
could be between $28-$32 million.
"The health care system has
changed," Coe said. "We need to
design a facility that works with the
new health care system.-
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U.S. targeting air defenses,
Iraq's resistance to invasion
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Military Wnter
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
pilots patrolling the skies over Iraq
are taking a new approach to
defending themselves, and the
switch may be chipping away at
Iraq's ability to resist a full-scale
U.S.-led invasion.
Defense
Secretary Donald
H. Rumsfeld disclosed
Monday
that more than a
month ago he
ordered that pilots
attack command
and communicaRumsfeld tions links in
Iraqi's air defense
network rather than the guns and
radars that are frequently used to target or shoot at U.S. and British
pilots.
"The idea that our planes go out
and get shot at with impunity bothers me. And I don't like it,"
Rumsfeld told reporters.
The goal of the new approach —
more than a decade after American
and British pilots began enforcing
"no-fly" zones over northern and
southern Iraq — is to reduce dangers
to the fliers while increasing the
damage they can inflict on an Iraqi
air defense system that has grown
more sophisticated.
U.S. officials rarely discuss
specifics of tactics used in patrolling
the "no-fly" zones, which Iraq
claims are illegitimate violations of
its sovereignty. These patrols rarely
get much public attention in the
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United States, but they provide
important experience for allied
pilots and information about Iraqi
activities for U.S. officers who are
preparing plans for a possible war
against Iraq.
Destroying or neutralizing Iraq's
air defenses would likely be the
opening stage of a U.S.-led invasion.
Rumsfeld said Bush has not
made a decision to go to war.
In Iowa on Monday, the president
pressed his case for deposing Iraqi
leader Saddam Hussein. Outside the
Mississippi Valley Fairgrounds he
called him a "tyrant (who) must be
dealt with." About 100 demonstrators held signs that read,"Drop Bush
Not Bombs" and "Please No War in
Iraq."
Bush issued a fresh challenge to
the United Nations to show resolve
against the Iraqi leader, whom Bush
attempted to link — if only in rhetoric — to the al-Qaida terrorists
behind last year's Sept. 11 attacks.
The war on terror is more than
hunting down al-Qaida, Bush said.
"It also means dealing with true and
real threats that we can foresee. One
of the most dangerous threats
America faces is a terrorist network
teaming up with some of the world's
worst leaders who develop the
world's worst weapons.
-If Iraq's regime continues to
defy us and the world, (the United
States) will move deliberately yet
decisively to hold Iraq to account"
with or without the U.N., Bush said.
At the United Nations„ SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan announced that
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Iraq had agreed to allow, without
conditons, the return of U.N. inspectors assigned to seek out and destroy
weapons of mass destruction.
In his remarks at the Pentagon,
Rumsfeld said the United States
cannot afford to put off dealing with
Iraq until it has proof that he possesses a nuclear weapon or intends
to strike at U.S. interests.
"There isn't a single smoking gun
that everyone nods and says, 'Aha,
that's it,— he said. "If we wait for a
smoking gun in this instance, it
obviously would be after the fact. ...
You'd find it after lethal weapons
were used against the United States,
our friends and allies. And that's a
little late."
In New York, Secretary of State
Colin Powell said he was certain the
United States will move ahead on a
new Security Council resolution
ensuring a tough U.N. stand against
Iraq to force the country to accept
weapons inspections.
The Bush administration is still
working to win congressional support. In a letter to Bush released
Monday, Rep. Ike Skelton, the senior Democrat on the House Armed
Services Committee, raised numerous questions about the wisdom of
launching a military operation.
"The case has not yet been fully
made as to what the threat is, why
military force is an appropriate way,
of addressing the threat, and why
action must occur now," Skelton
wrote. While stressing that he does
not oppose the military option, he
urged Bush not to "take the first step
without considering the last."

TownCrier
The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• The Calloway County Fiscal Court will meet in regular session at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept 17, at Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station 1, located at
101 E. Sycamore St. Ext. The public is invited to attend
• The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet announced Jones Road, east of
KY 1346, will be closed beginning at 8 a.m. Wednesday, Sept. 18 It
should be closed approximately six week. The road crosses the new US
68/80 four-lane

Fort Knox soldier's
death ruled suicide
FORT KNOX, Ky.(AP) — The
gunshot that killed a soldier during
training last week at Fort Knox was
self-inflicted, Army officials said
Monday.
Private John D. Lemons, 18, of
Topping, Va., died of a gunshot
wound to the head Friday at
University of Louisville Hospital.
The Jefferson County coroner's
office
and
Army
Criminal
Investigation Division officials have
ruled the death a suicide.

Ill. reports 2 more West Nile deaths
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — Illinois, the state most afflicted by West
Nile, reported Monday that its death toll from the mosquito-borne virus had
risen by two to 18.
Nationwide, the virus has killed 66 people and infected 1,460 in 30 states
and the District of Columbia, according to statistics from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention that did not include the new Illinois cases.
Dr. John Lumpkin, Illinois' public health director, said the most recent
victims were in their 80s; one died Sept. 8 and the other on Saturday.
Health experts say they are not certain why Illinois has been hit so hard,
but population density and bird migration patterns are believed to be among
the reasons.
The virus causes flu-like symptoms and sometimes swelling of the brain,
although most people bitten by an infected bug never get sick. The virus is
most dangerous for the elderly and people with weak immune systems.

Westerfield gets death sentence
By The Associated Press
SAN DIEGO (AP) — David
Westerfield should be put to death
for kidnapping and killing 7-yearold neighbor Danielle van Dam, the
jurors who convicted him of murder
told a judge.
The recommendation came after
nearly two weeks of deliberations in
a case that has riveted San Diego
since the little girl's abduction in
February. The abduction was the,
first in a line of highly publicized
child kidnappings this year.
The death sentence_must still be
approved by Superior Court Judge
William Mudd, who scheduled a
hearing for Nov. 22. Mudd has the
option of reducing the sentence to
life in prison without parole,
although a judge rarely reverses a
jury's decision.
Westerfield, 50, showed no emotion after Monday's jury recommendation, but his mother shook and
cried as one of the defense attorneys
tried to console her. Danielle's parents, Brenda and Damon van Dam,
sat at the rear of the court with their
arms linked. and Brenda van Dam
cried as the verdict was read.
The van Dams left the courtroom

David Westerfield
Found guilty of kidnapping,
killing Danielle van Dam,7
without talking to reporters. Instead,
they scheduled a news conference
for Tuesday morning at La Jolla
Shores, the seaside park where more
than 1,000 people gathered last
March to mourn their daughter's
death.
"I'm glad it's done," prosecutor
Jeff Dusek said. "There's certainly
no excitement, no joy, no glee —
none of those words would be
appropriate for reaching this type of
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verdict."
The
recommendation
was
announced shortly after jurors sent a
series of notes to Mudd, first telling
him they were deadlocked and could
not reach a penalty verdict, then asking for more time to deliberate and,
finally, telling him they had indeed
reached a conclusion.
"I think the verdict speaks for
itself," the jury foreman, identified
only as Tony, told reporters afterward. "There were people on both
sides ... but then after discussing it
further we came to agreements.
Defense
attorney
Steven
Feldman, who criticized the death
penalty in a brief statement to
reporters, declined to take questions.
"We're all very disappointed in
the verdict, of course, but we respect
the decision of the jury," he said.
Danielle was last seen Feb. 1
when her father put her to bed in her
second-story bedroom, decorated in
her favorite colors, pink and purple.
Just days before she had sold Girl
Scout cookies to Westerfield, who
lived two doors down from her
house in an upscale San Diego suburb.
Her nude body was found nearly
a month later along a road outside
the city, too decomposed to determine the cause of death or' whether
she had been sexually assaulted.
The slaying preceded other
frightening abductions this year,
including those of Elizabeth Smart
in Utah and Samantha Runnion in
California. Samantha was killed, and
Elizabeth remains missing.
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Lemons was assigned to the 2nd
Battalion of the 81st Armor
Regiment at Fort Knox. He was in
initial entry training.
Lemons apparently shot himself
while training with an M-16
weapon. He was flown to the
Louisville hospital where he was
later pronounced dead.
Lemons' parents were with him
when he died Friday. They attended
a memorial service Saturday with
other soldiers.

Murray
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Commonwealth's original offer of
20 years.
She remains
opposed to a
request by the
defense to reduce
Turner's $55,000
cash bond. Cook
said the root of
her concerns has
to do with the fact
that Turner would
Cook
likely return to her
grandmother's
home, which is
located
in
Tennessee,
if
released from jail.
"That is one of
my big concerns,"
Cook
said.
"Should
she
decide not to
Turner
return
to
Kentucky, we would have to go
through the process of extradition. I
think given the nature of the
charges, that's a possibility."
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust said
last week that he would likely issue
a ruling on the bond reduction
request before Turner's next scheduled court appearance Oct. 14. Cook
said she will ask for a trial date to be
set during the October hearing.
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Trial of alleged triggerman in Cold noses warm heart of Memphis girl
sheriff murder set for March "Until one has
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) — The
first of three men charged in the
murder of Pulaski County Sheriff
Sam Catron is scheduled to stand
trial on March 3.
Judge Paul Braden set the trial
date Monday for Danny Shelley,
the alleged triggerman in the April
13 shooting at a political rally
where Catron was campaigning for
his fifth term.
Neither defense attorneys nor
prosecutors have asked for a
change of venue. Braden said he
would try to seat a jury in Pulaski
County, where Catron hadn't lost
an election-in 8- years:
"Most people will have heard
about the case, but the standard is
can they be impartial and fair," said
Commonwealth's Attorney Eddy
Montgomery. "We'll have to see
how many people have already
formed opinions."
Montgomery said he was a little
surprised that Shelley, 30, isn't
seeking to have the trial moved to
another county. Defense attorney
Mark Stanziano said if an impartial
jury can't be seated here. he said
the trial will have to be moved
elsewhere.
"It seems to us we're better off
staying here," Stanziano said. "I
can't go into why we're better off
here."
Catron, 48, was shot minutes
after delivering a re-election
speech at a political rally and fish
fry at a volunteer fire department.
He was struck in the head by a sin-

gle bullet tired from a nearby hillside.
Investigators say the killing was
the culmination of a plot orchestrated by a political challenger and
a supporter of Catron's opponent in
hopes of getting the heavily
favored Catron out of the sheriff's
race.
Sheriff's candidate Jeff Morris,
34, and campaign helper Kenneth
White, 54, were arrested on
charges of complicity to murder a
police officer. No trial dates have
been set for the other two.
Morris maintained his innocence in an interview at the Pulaski
County Detention Center Monday
night. with_The Courier-Journal of
Louisville.
"I'm innocent. I didn't do this,"
Morris said. "I know how it looks,
but looks aren't everything."
Morris had worked for Catron
from 1996 to July 2001. He told
the newspaper he resigned over a
dispute about vacation days Catron
had promised him. When Morris
returned from a trip with his family to Myrtle Beach, S.C., Catron
said he had never given permission
for the days off.
"I loved him to death at the
time, but he said I was insubordinate," Morris said.
Shelley, who was unemployed
and had a record of arrests ranging
from public drunkenness to assault,
was arrested when he lost control
of a motorcycle that witnesses saw
speeding away'from the shooting
scene. The motorcycle belonged to
Morris.

loved an animal,
a part of one's
soul remains
unawakened."
By MICHELE LONGWORTH
The Metropolis (III.) Planet
METROPOLIS, Ill. — Most
young children receive gifts for their
birthday, but not II-year-old Alexis
Young of Memphis,Tenn. Instead of
getting the latest CDs, games or
clothes, she got dog and cat food.
In March, Young had been watching television and spotted a commercial for an animal shelter in
Memphis, which was desperately
needing help. Newborn animals
were being killed because of the lack
of food and public interest.
The shelter's plea prompted
Young to have her mother put a special request on her birthday party
invitations. The request was not gifts
for herself, but for the animals at the
Memphis shelter. She wanted dog
food, cat food, treats, collars and
other items.
Young stated that there was really
nothing that she needed and felt that
the animals needed help.
Unfortunately, the shelter in
Memphis folded. But, the items did
not gizi to waste, as Young's grandmother,
Anne
Mitchell
of
Metropolis, mentioned Project Hope

;,hoto provided

BIRTHDAY PRESENT ... Eleven-year-old Alexis Young of Memphis and Susan Howell. Project
Hope Humane Society's shelter director, pose with the over 300 pounds of food that Young
received for her birthday in March. Young donated the items to the shelter in May.
Humane Society to her granddaugh- Hope in May.
ter.
According to Young, the recogniAfter hearing about the no-kill tion of this deed was gratifying.
facility in Metropolis, where. she "But," she said, "what means the
used to live,Young decided to donate most to me is helping the animals."
the food and treats to Project Hope.
Young hopes that this next generIn all, over 300 pounds of food was ation will be horrified about how
given to Young at her birthday party. people abandon animals on country
She brought the items to Project roads and all that will be gone some

day.
Young is the daughter 01 1.1)
Young of Boston and Twila Mitchell
of Memphis. She is the granddaughter of Joe and June-Young of Murray
and Charles and Anne Mitchell of
Metropolis; and the great-grand
daughter of Volene Young and Clyde
Hale, both of Murray.

Kentucky colleges, universities get $38 million from lottery scholarships
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Public and private colleges and universities in Kentucky took in nearly
$38 million last kear from lotteryfunded scholarships, according to
state figures released Monday.
The money was earned ,by
44,593 students who managed
grade-point averages of at least 2.5
and ACT scores of at least 15 while
they were in high school.
The figures are likely to shoot

upward in the current fiscal year
because 34,000 members of the
high school class of 2002 qualified
for awards, and they are the first to
qualify for four years of maximum
awards —.a total of $10,000.
But the figures are not going
high enough. So, Gov. Paul Patton
shared a spotlight Monday with the
hip-hop group Nappy Roots to plug
"KEES" — Kentucky Educational
Excellence Scholarships. It was a
combination pep rally and miniconcert at Shelby County High

School.
Patton told students that more of
them should consider going to college or technical school.
Education "is the single most
important factor in determining the
respect, lifestyle, the home, the car
you will have in your lifetime," he
said. "If you want to have a good
standard of living for your family,
each of you has got to have at a
minimum two years" of education
beyond high school.
Scholarships are awarded pas-

sively. There is no application.
Money is automatically set aside by
the state for every student with
grades high enough to qualify.
"It's amazing to me," Sen. Tim
Shaughnessy, who helped push legislation for the scholarships, said in
an interview after the rally. -1 still
run into parents who don't know
about the program."
The idea was to increase the
number of Kentucky students going
to college, said Shaughnessy, DLouisville. It also was to entice the

best and brightest to stay at home,
since the money, by and large, can
be used only at an institution in
Kentucky.
On the latter point,"we've got a
lot of work to do," Shaughnessy
said, noting that Shelby County
High last year had five graduates
who qualified for the $2,500-a-year
maximum award by virtue of 4.0
grade averages and ACT scores of
at least 28. Only one of the five
stayed in Kentucky — at Centre
College in Danville. The others

chose Harvard, Oberlin, Johns
Hopkins and William and Mary.
Shaughnessy said another cause
for concern is that too few students
take the ACT and even fewer do
well on it.
According to figures from the
Kentucky
Higher
Education
Assistance Authority, about a third
of KEES qualifiers fail to get the
separate bonus that is based on ACT
score. That would mean they scored
below 15 or did not take the test at
all.

West KY Network Announces Upcoming Release of New
and Improved Internet Service Providing Local and
National Content to the Community
Before you place your next advertisement, organize your church's annual pancake
breakfast or logon to the Internet, you may want to contact West KY Networks at
1-877-954-8748.
West KY Networks has been providing quality Internet service to our community
since 1995, and we are in the process of releasing our new and improved
Internet portal. The advanced service will allow local
businesses to advertise their products and
services, while local media, schools, churches,
law enforcement and other community
organizations will be able to promote
community events and display informational
content with just the click of a mouse.
-.mow

West KY Networks current subscribers will
get: local news and weather, national news,
sports and entertainment headlines, email,
stock quotes, games, e-greetings, movie
11:1111111111'—'6
listings, Internet search features, and much
more - all from one convenient location.
West KY Networks current subscribers will be
notified when the new homepage is released, and the best news is that they will be
able to upgrade to the new service for FREE - without interruption of service.
"We at West KY Networks are very excited about the new feature we are bringing
to our Internet subscribers and the community at large. By providing truly local content we can create a connection between our community and our customers that no
other Internet service can. We will be able to partner with community organizations
and local media to bring the most up-to-date information directly to the people who
want it most. Local businesses will be able to advertise their products and post special offers and merchant deals to our homepage. We want to encouraged people to
shop locally, and what better way than to offer this type of service to our sponsors.
advertisers and consumers. It's a win/win situation for everybody."
•

1'4.st
,
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When: Thursday, September 19, 2002
Where: MSU West Farm Complex (College Farm Road 1
SPECIAL GUESTS:
Commissioner of Agriculture
Billy Ray Smith
a nd

KY Farm Service Agency Executive Director
Jeffrey Hall
.A.0GIENLIOA
Breakfast/Registration
Opening Session
Welcome & Instructions: Commissioner Billy Ray Smith & Mr. Jeffrey Hall
9:00 a.m. General Public Sessions
Farm Bill: "Opportunities & Challenges"
Embryo Transfer: "Improving Your Genetics"
Tobacco Curing:"Putting a Quality Finish on Your Crop"
Animal Health Technology: "Endoscopy Procedures"
12:00 p.m. Sponsored Lunch
1:00 p.m. Additional Tours
7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

Sponsored by:
Kentucky Department of Agriculture, Murray State University School of Agriculture,
and West Kentucly Corporation
00 •

-Trevor Bonnstetter, General Manager
West KY Rural Telephone/West KY Networks
MI AIM MI RN Air
11111MIM
AIM

rAgriculture
Diversification &
Development 4
Field Day

/Mx. /NNW

For more information contact the MSU School of Agriculture at
ag@murraystate.edu or (270) 762-3327
aat:

•

VVA
WEST
KENTUCKY
RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC.
You can box)persona/ telecorniramicationt

237 N. 8th St. • Mayfield, Kentucky • 1-877-954-8748
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Then(1942)
& Now (2002)
History's repetition can occur on
several levels.
Viewing the HBO biographical
film "The (lathering Storm" on a
flight last week
from London to
Washington and
contemplating
parallels
the
between
Winston
Churchill's role
in
preparing
Britain for World
War II and our
current
war
against a less
Cal's
embodied entity
Thoughts called "terrorBy Cal Thomas ism," I recalled
some
lessons
Syndicated
from that earlier
Columnist
war which we
would do well to
learn in this one.
Then, many
people wanted to avoid war at all
costs. An opinion poll conducted by
the League of Nations in the late
1930s found over 90 percent of the
British people favored international
disarmament.
Churchill, brilliantly portrayed in
the film by Albert Finney, responded: "To urge preparation of defense
is not to assert the imminence of
war. On the contrary, if war were
imminent, preparations for defense
would be too late."
To those arguing for "evidence"
that Saddam Hussein has weapons
of mass destruction, or that we wait
until he strikes first before attacking
him, this seems a fitting retort from
the past to the present.
Leaders in Churchill's own party
promoted pacifism, as well as continued commerce with Hitler's
Germany. Churchill
charged,
"England is lost in a pacifist's
dream. If people are dreaming, it
means they're asleep." In response
to the commerce-first crowd, he
added this indictment: "We have
succumbed to the financial pleasure
of the time."
There were those in Churchill's
time: as there are in our own, who
proposed striking a deal with evil.
Otherwise, they predicted, hundreds
of thousands might die. Churchill
would have none of it, noting that
failure to act guaranteed far more
deaths.
Just as Pearl Harbor launched
America's involvement in World
War II, so did the events of one year
ago begin another war. The parallels
between the observance of the first
anniversary of Dec. 7, 1941, and the
first anniversary of Sept. II, 2001,
are striking.
An editorial in The New York
Times on Dec. 7, 1942, saluted the
unity the country was experiencing,
but also celebrated the diversity of
opinions, which continued to flourish. The same is true today.
The newspaper criticized the
government for not telling the truth

about the damage done to American
ships at Pearl Harbor. A Dec. 6,
1942, Times editorial accused the
Roosevelt administration of lying
about the results of the attack, which
it said gave "birth to needlessly disturbing rumors and (threw) doubt on
the candor of subsequent Navy
announcements."
The media continue to question
the veracity of government officials,
which is not a bad thing.
Writing on the first anniversary
of Pearl Harbor, the Times' Arthur
Krock observed,"Atop many public
buildings are anti-aircraft•gun installations, manned by troops in plain
sight of the crowds." 9/11 has produced similar scenes.
Krock noted that in the months
following the attack, politics continued under the facade of unity: "A
discouraging amount of politics as
usual entered the sum of congressional action... Quarrels over Jurisdiction among administrators, which
should have been killed in their
infancy and could have been by a
better executive organization of the
war,arose and were allowed to reach
acute stages before they were taken
up for settlement..."
Still, freedom won then and freedom will win again.
The clergy on that first Pearl
Harbor anniversary were united in
focus and in their faith in the government and armed forces. Rabbis
and ministers of different theological and political stripes preached
powerful sermons about repentance,
dedication to freedom and the need
to pray for the protection and success of America's military.
At a Central Synagogue service
in New York City, former New York
governor Herbert Lehman said,
"Pearl Harbor destroyed our differences, unified our nation and consecrated our sacrifices."
A Los Angeles Times editorial on
Dec. 7, 1942, echoes down to our
present anniversary of Sept. 11 with
some strong resolve (though it used
language that now would be considered racist):
"In future years, when the last
Jap has been driven from invaded
territory and the last bit of Jap warmaking material has been destroyed
or surrendered, Pearl Harbor Day
may be otherwise commemorated
and it may be it will be remembered
less as a day when so many brave
Americans were slain in an attack
without warning than as a day when
the nation was awakened to its peril
and began to understand fully that
the existence of a free people isolated in a slave world was impossible.
"It was then made clear to
Americans that a static defense
against aggressors could not possibly succeed and that it was necessary to meet them on a battleground,
not of their, but of our choosing."
That seems to be a lesson worth
re-learning on this first anniversary
of our current war

Our Readers Write
Dear Editor,
As I put out our flag on September 11 to honor the fallen innocents of
September I I, 2001, my great hope was that it would be a symbol of peace
in the months ahead — not war; a war that would kill and maim many, and
further alienate us in the eyes of the world. How much plainer can our
allies speak in opposition to our eagerness to begin another conflict?
Relative to this subject of allied support, in an interview last week of
Mr. Cheney by Jim Lehrer, the Vice President was asked why he thought
our allies had great misgivings of a war with Iraq. His answer was,"They
weren't hit, and we were." Well, in my opinion it is precisely that they
were hit — for five years — and such memories are slow to fade. How
about the London Blitz, or Covington, or Berlin, or Dresden where
135,000 perished during a 24 hour siege most of them refugees from
industrial areas, and hundreds of slave laborers and American POWs? How
about Hiroshima and Nagasaki where victims still bear the scars of "being
hit."(do believe that our allies know what being hit means.
In my opinion, it is unbelievable and disheartening that, after centuries
and centuries of existence on Earth, human beings still think that killing
one another in wars makes murder acceptable. I see the Ten
Commandments on display everywhere. Why should we not accept them
in there entirety?
Before we create thousands more veterans, we should perhaps give a
thought to the ones we have already created in our past inanities.
Somehow veterans programs are always among the first to be cut during
Washington's belt tightening episodes. How many times should we expect
one segment of our society, our youth, to pay the price and come home in
body bags or with colostomy bags, or wheel chairs, or plastic joints, or
metal plates. or prosthetic limbs, or metal hooks for hands to deprive them
of the pleasures of even petting their dog, let alone a spouse or a child?
My hope is that, for the sake of my children and grandchildren — and
everyone els's, there will come a time when world leaders will say,
"Enough is enough. If someone wants to give a war, we won't come."
Let's give the United Nations a chance!
Sincerely,
Betty Duvall
MURRAY

According to the 2000 census, the
if necessary."
Hispanic/Latino population in five of the eight
Word-of-mouth about the interpreters makes
Jackson Purchase counties has doubled in the
Tuesdays especially busy. "Even people who are
past decade. As a result, we are seeing more sig- not scheduled for appointments during that time
nage in Spanish. and English as a Second
call at that time to ask questions or schedule
Language(ESL) programs
appointments," Saunders stated. "They know
are proliferating in the
someone is here for them."
sehObls.
Committed to serving the needs of all
In Graves County, where
patients, Saunders has learned to speak some
the Hispanic/Latino populaSpanish, but she finds that her skills are not
tion has increased 90 percent
always up to par. She chuckles when she rememin the past 10 years, public
bers the day she asked a patient "Do you have
health care providers are
any eggs that are broken" instead of"Do you
straining to meet the needs of have any bones that are broken?"
Spanish-speaking patients
She mixed up the Spanish word "huevos" —
every day.11W Purchase Area -egg — with "huesos," which means bone.
Main Street Health Education Center has
"As soon as it came out, I knew what I had
By Constance provided pocket-sized elecdone," she admits ruefully. "Everybody
Alexander
tronic translators to health
laughed."
Ledger & Times care providers throughout the
The incident did not deter Jimmye from conColumnist
region, but the Graves
tinuing to practice her halting Spanish, but she
County clinic has gone a step understands that such happenings might embarfurther to ensure accurate
rass a newcomer into silence, or even prevent a
communication.
patient from seeking needed health care altoEvery Tuesday. medical interpreters are avail- gether.
able to translate for Spanish-speaking patients.
"If you were in a community where you are
"They're here all afternoon," explains nursing not sure of yourself, or where you didn't know
supervisor Jimmye Saunders. "Besides helping
how people were looking at you and you didn't
us to interpret, they make phone calls to patients
understand a lot of the things that were going on
who don't speak English. They translate letters,
around you," she remarked,"it could be devas-

tating to know that you said something really
stupid."
Graves County Health Clinic has learned a lot
about serving diverse populations, but much of
their knowledge has been acquired through trial
and error. Saunders recalls the first time a
Spanish-speaking client showed up several years
back The- yotmg-ivomarrwas pregnant-, and no
one on staff spoke Spanish.
"We went crazy trying to find information for
her," Saunders remembers."We went to every
source we could find and got all kinds of handouts and brochures. We were just so proud of
ourselves. We were patting ourselves on the
back"
She pauses here in the story to ensure that she
makes her point.
"Lo and behold," she says with a self-deprecating shrug,"the young woman couldn't read."
The lesson learned from this experience was
a valuable one for Saunders and her staff. They
realized how essential it is to find out what precisely what a person needs before rushing in
with a solution.
"You have to assess the situation," she advises. "Look at people as individuals and really see
what they need."
The Graves County Health Clinic is located
at 7th and Lochridge Streets in Mayfield. For
additional information, call 270-247-3553.

Mexico's dashed dreams

market patterned along the lines of
the European Union, with free flows
of labor across borders. At times he
By GEORGE GEDDA
"We have an (American) admin- has sounded more North American
Associated Press Writer
istration that is looking at the world than Latin American.
And during his state visit last
WASHINGTON (AP) — It was just through the prism of the camjust before Sept. II, and for two paign against terror," Arturo year, Fox appeared to have wrested
dais Washington's late summer air Sarukhan Casamitjana, chief adviser control of the U.S.-Mexican agenda,
was-filled with talk of legal...Moves to Mexican Foreign Minister Jorge replacing narcotrafficking as the No.
to enable illegal Mexican migrants Castaneda, told The Washington 1 priotity with migration.
"Mexicans used to complain that
to be recognized not as lawbreakers Post. "I think we're in for a rough
we 'narcotized' the relationship. I
but as indispensable cogs in ride."
America's economic machine.
Other Mexican officials are cau- would suggest that they have
, Mexican President Vicente Fox, tiously optimistic that the Bush `migratized' the relationship," says
- in Washington on a state visit a year administration may be able to resur- Delal Baer, a Mexico specialist at
. ago, pushed the idea. President rect the issue after congressional the Center for Strategic and
International Studies.
Bush, possibly with the Hispanic elections in November.
Nevertheless, Fox seemed to
vote in mind, seemed receptive.
Even if the political will is there,
It's hard to imagine any foreign however, the bureaucratic where- have had a willing partner in Bush,
policy initiative that has fallen fur- withal may not be, given the reor- who said a year ago: "We're trying
ther and faster in the post-Sept. II ganization under way at the to work through a formula that will
era than immigration reform, as Immigration and Naturalization not penalize the person who has
chosen the legal route, and at the
envisioned a year ago by "los dos Service.
•
amigos"(the two friends).
Robert Leikin, of the Nixon same time recognizes the contribuRather than legalizing Mexican Center for Peace and Freedom, says tion the undocumented (immigrant)
workers, Washington has been a "dysfunctional" INS should not be has made."
A Fox-Bush joint statement
pressing hard to increase security asked to take on new tasks if it can't
pledged
at the time support for a
along the border to prevent Islamic handle existing ones.
migration agreement that would
militants from using that area as a
As an example, he says the INS respect
"the human dignity of all
springboard for U.S. entry.
has a mandate to apprehend 314.000
Mexico has been very coopera- aliens overstaying their visas but has migrants, regardless of their (legal)
status."
tive, U.S. officials say. but nowa- found only a few dozen.
A year later, the dignity of undocdays Mexican officials are wonderNo one can accuse Fox of not
ing whether it's time to start serious having a vision. He has spoken of umented migrants. of whom about 3
million are from Mexico, is a sectalk about immigration again.
having a North American common ondary
issue.

Washington Today

"Immigration laws are going to
be strengthened rather than liberalized," says George Grayson, a Latin
America specialist at the College of
William and Mary who follows
Mexican affairs.
Grayson worries about terrorists
possibly slipping into United States
by first entering Mexico through its
"wide open" border with Guatemala
and Belize.
"Fortunately, none has crossed
into the U.S. from Mexico thus far,"
Grayson said. "I doubt that we'll be
so lucky in the future."
Baer believes the only realistic
easing of restrictions Mexico can
expect is an increase in the number
of temporary agricultural workers
allowed to work legally on U.S.
farms.
If they establish a -good track
record of circulating between the
United States and Mexico from season to season without violations,
they should be entitled to permanent
residence, Baer said.
Jr
With only 25,000 or so eligible at
present, she says, "We could bump
that number up to 100,000 or
200,000 in the blink of an eye."
George Gedda has covered foreign affairsfor The Associated Press
since 1968.
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Got Something To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-7531927 or by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY
42071. Letters must be signed and have a telephone
number!
For questions, call Eric Walker at 753-1916, ext. 21.
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name,

address and telephone number so we may contact you
if there are questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350
words TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or
rejection.
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POW,former nurse
dies at veteran home

Mrs. Martha Jane Key

Mrs. Virginia F. Duke, 80, Murray, died Monday, Sept it). 2002, at
11:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Retired from West Kentucky Allied Services, she was a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Her husband, Walter Duke,died in 1982. Born Aug. 31, 1922, in Miami
County, Ohio, she was the daughter of the late Walter Noah Robbins and
Anna Belle Irvin Robbins.
Survivors include several nieces and nephews.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

the funeral for Mrs. Martha Jane Key will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. at
Sinking Spring Baptist Church, where she was a member. The Rev.
Randy Kuykendall, the Rev. Dusty Darnell and the Rev,. Ralph
McConnell will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Steve Knott, Ronald (Sonny) Lockhart, John Lax,
Gene Darnell, Justin Barnett, Michael Cownie and Dub Hurt. Burial will
follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Murray-Calloway Funeral Home after 5 p.m.
today (Tuesday) and at the church after 11 a.m. Wednesday.
Mrs. Key, 78, Crossland Road, Murray, died Monday, Sept. 16, 2002,
Jerry Ross
at 3:13 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Jerry Ross, 62, Newport, Mich., formerly of Hardin,
Survivors include her husband, Lowell Key, to whom she was married
died Saturday, Sept. 14, 2002, at his home.
Oct. 30, 1943; one daughter, Mrs. Patty Knott and husband, Steve,
A self-employed car dealer, he was of Pentecostal Murray; one son, Tom Key and wife, Bea, West Paducah; three grandfaith and a former missionary serving in foreign coun- children; five great-grandchildren.
tries.
Born May 13, 1924, she was the daughter of the late Elisha
One brother, Roy Ross, preceded him in death. He Humphreys and Ethel Miles Humphreys. Also preceding her in death
was the son of the late Raymond Ross and Vada Darnall were two
sisters, Lucille Brandon and Dorthy Eaker, and one brother,
--Ross.
Humphreys.
D.T.
(Buddy)
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janie Ross; one son,
Josh Ross, Newport, Mich.; two aunts, Mrs. Grace
Anderson, Hardin, and Mrs. Violet Thweatt, Benton; Mrs. Ruby Jo Leslie
Ross
The funeral for Mrs. Ruby Jo Leslie will be today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m.
three nieces, Jan Ross Howard and Diane Redden, both
in
the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis
nephew,
Terry
one
Mathis,
Hardin;
Gwen
Benton,
and
of
will
officiate.
Ross, Benton.
Pallbearers
will be Teddy Alexander, Trey O'Neil, Chris Henson,
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Roger Alexander and Joe Phillips, active, and Johnny
Nathan
Brandon,
will
officiate.
Balentine
Elijah
and
the
Rev.
Parrish
Home, Benton. Dr. LT.
Wilson,
Jim Fielder, Bill Overbey and Kenny Bray, honMiller,
Daron
Burial will follow in Unity Cemetery, Hardin.
Burial
will
follow
in Coles Camp Ground Cemetery.
orary.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Leslie, 76, North Fourth Street, Murray, died Sunday, Sept. 15,
Mrs. Willie Mae Jackson Moore
2002,
at 7:07 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Willie Mae Jackson Moore, 60, Detroit, Mich.,
She had retired after 30 years of service as a clerk for the Murray Stale
. formerly of Murray, died Monday, Sept. 26, 2002, in
University Bookstore. She was a member of Glendale Road Church of
Detroit.
Christ.
Her husband, Wilbert Moore, and five brothers all
Her husband, Roy Franklin Leslie, died in 1977. Also preceding her in
preceded-her in death. Born May 12, 1942, she was the
daughter of the late Willie Emanual Jackson and Dorothy death were one son, Larry Franklin Leslie, one sister, Hazel Tutt, and
three brothers, Frank, Jack and Lynn Parker. Born Sept. 19, 1925, in
Blanton Jackson.
Survivors include one daughter, Melissa Moore; one Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Harvey Parker and
son; Darrel Moore; five sisters, Mrs. Helena Curry, Johnnie Farless Parker.
Detroit, Mrs. Belinda Delzer, New London, Wis., Ms.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Cynthia Leslie, Murray: one son,
Margaret Davis, Murray, Mrs. Martha Sue Wilson, Dan Leslie and wife, Aileen, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Ann Darnell and
Moore
Chippewa Falls, Wis., and Mrs. Gloria Cherney, husband, Clay, Kirksey, and Mrs. Sue Wilkerson, Greensboro, N.C.;
Tomahawk, Wis.; two brothers, Charles Jackson and Frednard Jackson, seven grandchildren, William Franklin Leslie and wife, Tracy, Hugh
both of Detroit; one great-aunt, Mrs. Velma Stubblefield, Murray; three Allen Leslie and wife, Michelle, Beth Leslie Fielder and husband, Kevin,
grandchildren; and several nieces and nephews.
Chase Daniel Leslie and Nicholas Joseph Leslie, all of Murray, Alison
Funeral and burial services will be held in Detroit. Swanson Funeral Eldridge and husband, Jeff, Kirksey, and Emily Leslie, Dyersburg,Tenn.,
Home,806 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich., is in charge of arrangements.
seven great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

CLINTON, Ky.(AP)-Earleen Francis for her service during a cerAllen Francis, one of a small group emony last month.
of military nurses who distinFrancis' friends say she was
guished themselves during years of scarred by her captivity and worked
captivity as prisoners of war in only infrequently after she returned
World War II, died Sunday. She was to the United States. She was mar91.
ried briefly to Garnet Francis, an
Francis was among about 60 Army dentist she met in the
Army and Navy nurses who were Philippines.
captured by Japanese forces after
Francis, who suffered from
the fall of Corregidor, a small, forti- Alzheimer's disease, had no family.
fied island in the Philippines.
She lived with a caregiver in
For three years, Francis and Clinton. She was a native of
other nurses cared for other prison- Bardwell.
ers, both civilian and military.
She will be buried at 1 p.m.CDT
Gov. Paul Patton honored Tuesday at the Clinton Cemetery.

Murray Ciro. ligunc Associahnn

MURRAY CIVIC MUSIC
a ASSOCIATION
wants you to

help celebrate its

44th ANNIVERSARY SEASON
with the following:

2002-2003 Presentations
Friday, September 20•8 p.m.
Owensboro Symphony Orchestra
with Olga Kern
2001 Van Cliburn Competition gold medalist

Sunday, October 20•4 p.m.
The Tannehill Weavers
Tuesday, February 4• 7:30 p.m.
Nadine Shanti - Jazz Vocalist and Combo

0
2.412-.1003

Sunday, February 16• 3:30 p.m.
Glenn Miller Orchestra

I want to join M.C.M.A. for the 2002-2003
Around the World with Music Concert Season!
'4 amel SI Adults
'JarnelS1 Children

Gov. signs farm safety week proclamation
Governor Paul Patton has proclaimed the week of Sept. 15-21 as
Farm and Wine Safety -Week in
Kentucky. The signed proclamation
honors Kentucky's farming families
and the emergency professionals
who train and labor to help in accidents and disasters. It calls upon all
Kentuckians to join in this observance, recognizing that the agricultural industry is a vital but sometimes dangerous component of the
Commonwealth's economy.
Kentucky
Agriculture
Commissioner Billy Ray Smith
applauded Governor Patton in his
proclamation. He encouraged all
residents to take a few minutes during the week to reflect on the occupation of farming as well as the
emergency rescue teams, medical
professionals and firefighters who
stand ready to assist them when
needed.
'When I first took office, I made
farm and home safety one of my top
priorities," Commissioner Smith
said. "As a'farmer myself, I have
seen the horrible results of one short
cut taken or one moment of inattention. If a farming accident doesn't
take a life, it can change it forever
-for fanners and for entire families."
The Governor's proclamation

notes that while farmers represent 3
percent of Kentucky's occupational
work force, the industry suffers 20
percent of its work-related fatalities.
It recognizes that the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture's Farm
and Home Safety Program has
"reached all 120 Kentucky counties

... reaching not only today's farmers,
but also tomorrow's farmers with a
message of safety ... "The proclamation also lauds the skills and dedication of the state's emergency workers.
Farm and Home Safety Week is
held in conjunction with National

Address

_

City_

mail Address

Farm Safety & Health Week, an
annual promotion by the National
Safety Council that honors those in
the nation's agricultural industry. It
is held each September. For more on
the national observance log onto
http://www.nsc.org/issues/agrisafe.h
tm.

Visa a a MasterCard 1)

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones lad.Avg.
8393.84 +13.66
Air Products
45.40 + 0.31
Anthem
69.05 + 0.15
AOL Time Warner
12.86 + 0.19
AT&T
12.68 + 0.36
Bell South
23.38 + 0.20
Briggs & Stratton
.38.35 + 0.16
Bristol Myers Squibb 25.88 - 0.07
Caterpillar
40.99 + 0.31
Chevron Texaco Corp
72.10. 1.90
Daimler Chrysler
40.36 + 0.94
Dean Foods
39.40 + 0.08
Exxon-Mobil
33.40. 1.00
Ford Motor
10.23 + 0.04
General Electric
28.47 + 0.57
General Motors
44.63 + 0.02
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..38.10 + 0.10
Goodrich
20.80 - 0.21
Goodyear
12.24 - 0.18

HopFed Bank*
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock.
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

P;c9eas m
as

12.31 B 12.47 A
72.39 + 0.07
36.83 0.01
16.06 + 0.36
15.80. 2.21
19.96 + 0.23
20.95 - 0.74
49.00 + 0.19
48.26 + 0.48
18.71 - 0.10
40.78 - 0.17
30.46 + 0.26
22.87 - 0.58
47.50 + 1.39
28.99 + 0.16
20.39 + 0.16
30.82 -0.10
C5.61 +0.86

Exp Date

Membership Fees:
ft Tickets ordered
Adult
$4000 - -„_. ...Adoldsi
'-en.or Citizen
$3500
Sr Citizen(s)
'A SU Student
$1500
_ ._MSU St(a)
i-rtiret(unto age te
$1000
Chdcaren) rnoty
$90
Family membership includes 2 adults
Famtly
,.iius children1

Total
Indiyiduat Patron Program
S
Sustaining Patron $200 a above'
Patron
5100 to 199 99'
S
Contnbutor
$.50 to 99 PT
S
SFriend
S25 to 49 99
S. _ .... 'Above rnemberstisp lee
Grand total $

Check us out on the web:
www.murrayledger.com

Invites the public to attend a

SINCE 1854

as we honor

J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE and SIPC

Ross Wilder
Leatherlike Quarter
for Strength

for his 25 plus years
of dedicated service.

Seamless Construction
for Reduction in Abrasion

eathable Vamp
Reinforced Toe Box

Rocker Bottom

DESIGNED WITH THE DIABETIC IN MIND
available at...

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
210 South 12th St. • Murray • 753-8055 • 1-800-949-5728
"SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"

Stratum_ _

OR, Make check payable to M.C.M.A. CMoil coupon & payment to P.O. Sae 211K, Murray, KY 42071

Atie
1-111.11ARD
DONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

Zip

Data

MSU students are admitted tree to MCMA concerts but most purchase
515.03 ticket tor recaprocny 000cenS1

Investments Since 1854.

State

Sept. 20, 2002 • 2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
North Banking Center
12th & Chestnut
(Refreshments will be served)

Total
Si
$
$
$
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Parent Power meeting
planned here tonight

Harrell will speak about
his days floating in ocean
Former United States Marine
Cpl. Ed Harrell will tell about the
story of the sinking of the USS
Heavy Cruiser Indianapolis on July
30, 1945, at the M.A.G.I.C. After
Dark meeting, open to the public,
on Friday, Sept. 20, at 7 p.m. in the
sanctuary of First Baptist Church.
Murray.
Harrell, a survivor of the sinking
ship, will tell about how as one of
317 persons on the ship survived the
sinking by floating with life jackets
for 4 1/2 days in the shark-infested
waters. Not surviving were 880 of
the ship's crew.
The Indianapolis had just made a
record speed run from San
Francisco, Calif., to the B- 29 base
on the island of Tinian in the
Marianas in the Pacific ocean. The
ship then reported to Guam and was
directed to join the battleship USS
Idaho at the Leyte Gulf in the
Philippines to prepare for the invasion of Japan.
The cargo aboard was the components of the atomic bomb which
were dropped on Nagasaki and
Hiroshima. Twenty-six days from
the time that the cargo was loaded
aboard the Indianapolis, the war was
over.
Harrell's story has to do with his
experience those 4 1/2 days. Harrell
said "he abandoned the ship with
only a Kapok life jacket and thus
required swimming nearly constantly for the next days."
It was estimated that some 900
men got off the ship when it was
midway between Guam and Leyte
Gulf. But many of these men were
injured from the explosion and fire

from the two torpedoes
that
ripped through
the ship and the
second hitting
near
mid-ship
close to the
Marine compartment.
Harrell said
"therefore many
Harrell
of the men did
not last loyg in
the water. Of the 80 men in the
group that Harrell was in some 40
did not make it through the second
day. and there were only 17 the third
day at noon. An answer to prayer for
water was answered when a little
cloud passed over dropping some
much needed water. Also I found a
crate of half rotten potatoes and
shared them with my ship-mates.
"The cruiser was unescorted and
no one responded to her SOS calls
and when she did not arrive in the
Philippines no one reported her nonarrival.
It was at the end of the fourth
day that an airplane providentially
spotted an oil slick on the water.
They investigated and discovered
that there were boys scattered over a
75-mile area. Rescue was called in
and for the next 24 hours, ships
were picking up survivors. Of the
318 survivors there are 81 still living at last report."
"This program is being sponsored by First Baptist Church Senior
Adults with the hope that everyone,
both young and old, will attend,"
said Judy Ingersoll, senior adult
ministry coordinator.

Thompson speaks at meeting
Tony Thompson, general manag- scribers. Phone
er of the Murray Electric System, service also can
discussed the municipally-owned be offered over
business at a meeting of the Murray the same line.
'"We did a
Kiwanis Club at Pam's Cake Hut on
business case
Thursday evening.
Thompson noted that the MES-is-- study and. the
60 years old this year and that its consensus was
core business is providing electrici- not to get into
ty."We are a locally controlled enti- the
telephone
ty which keeps revenue in the com- business. Instead
Thompson
munity where it is recirculated," he we have leased
said.
out our connections for telephone
The speaker then elaborated on service to a private company,"
the extended services offered by the Thompson said.
MES. At the present time the MES
Thompson said that a major chalprovides service to 2,000 cable sub- lenge of any new technology is getscribers and 1,000 Internet sub- ting technical support. Because it is
so new, advice and historical data
are limited.
"We are one of a handful of
municipalities
using an Internet
Ilit°IC
based telephone system. It has a
place. I believe that is the way technology is going, using Internet protocol. Whether you know it or not,
we are into cutting-edge technoloLk td Way
gy," he concluded.

Call 753-1452
For More
Information

Situation: LAGER BUYER
• You found the perfect home.
• You want a fixed rate and low payment.
Answer INTEREST ONLY LOAN! • Lower monthly payments.
• Comfort of a fixed rate
• Happy homeowner.

Global Mortgage Link, LLC
753-7407
Gerry Puckett

Darren Jones

Ator:

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor
The next Make A Difference Day for recycling has
been scheduled for Saturday. Oct. 19, according to Bill Wells, director of
the Murray Family Resource Center. This will be from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
the parking lot of Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray State University.

Make A Difference Day Oct. 10

AUGUST STUDENTS OF THE MONTH ... Students of the
Month for the month of August at Calloway County Middle
School's sixth grade are Carey Boggess, Jordan Kim,
Jeremy Miller, and Amy Winkler. These students were chosen because they are hardworking, courteous and cooperative to peers and teachers, and a positive role model in the
classroom.

Graves reads poetry
for center residents
I was subjected to elocution
classes when I
was
young.
(Granny insisted.) A lot of that
came
back
Friday when I
went out to
Hickory Woods
Retirement
Library
Center.
They
News
came looking
By Ben Graves
for someone to
Calloway County
read poetry for
Public Library
an hour _ and I
Director
hadn't ducked
out fast enoush.
It went O.K. though.
I learned that the people there
prefer short poems to long ones.
(That's good. Getting Paul Revere
over the water and all the way to
Concord was a stretch for me.)They
were glad to hear poems that they
knew, but they were also ready to
listen to new ones. So,overall it was
a good thing. Thanks for the invitation folks.
The books I read from were "The
Oxford Book of Children's Verse in
America", "The Oxford Book of
American Light Verse",, "Every
Child's Book of Verse" and "The
Treasury of the Familiar". All are in
our collection, except for "The
Treasury of the Familiar". And
we're ordering a copy of that.
Speaking of Paul Revere, we've
just gotten two copies of "Paul
Revere's Midnight Ride". Not the
Longfellow poem, this one is a children's hook by Stephen Krensky
with excellent watercolor illustrations by Greg Harlin. Starting with
the ride, it continues up to the first
shots at Lexington and the battle at
Concord. It's about right for second
graders to read for themselves and

for parents to read to little ones.
Norman Bolotin has written a
young reader's guide to the civil
war called "Civil War A to Z". It's
more than a dictionary, but less than
a full-scale encyclopedia. Each
entry is only a few hundred words in
length and usually has an illustration. Straight-forward text and an
alphabetical organization make it
useful for looking up particular
entries. I would probably sit down
and read it from cover to cover, but
then I'm odd.
MP.

Not odd is "As American as
Apple Pie" by.Elaine Corn. There's
buffalo wings,cranberry sauce, skillet corn bread, cobb salad and all
those other regional specialties that
most of us have to go somewhere
else to find. The recipes are great
and the directions are easy.
Case in point: California onion
dip. The book clearly lists both
ingredients and says "stir together
and eat." That's my kind of cook
book! If your mama forgot to teach
you how to make pecan pies, here is
the place to learn.
A brief note to young women: I
may he an old chauvinist swine. But
I know for a fact that while young
men respond positively to food, you
get better results with a happy face
and a pie than you do with a happy
face alone.
Now might be a good time to
mention "KISS (Keep It Simple
Series) Guide to Baby and Child
Care- by Joanna Moorhead. This is
the operating manual for babies that
everyone's been looking for. It's
nothing too complex, no deep psycho-babble, just the straight goods
on raising happy, healthy babies.

www.murrayledger.com your news source

Jacquelyn Watson

Laurie wentfrom a size 22to a size 81
"I had reached an all-time high
of 200 pounds and I couldn't
even climb one _flight of stairs
without having to catch my
breath. I have lost 80 pounds
and over 60 inches since joining
Curves. I'm now doing things I
enjoy...hiking, working in my
garden...The program support
from staffandfellow Curves
members kept me encouraged.'

sod on first visit enrollment. 12 MO

Jo's
Datebook

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
(270)753-6272

MAY FIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
(270)251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

First United Methodist Church Women will give away a handstitched
Double Irish Chain quilt during their Eats, Sweets & Treats fund-raising
event on Friday, Oct. 18, at the Christian Life Center at the church. The quilt
will be on display Friday, Sept. 20, in the lobby of downtown Union
Planters Bank. Tickets can be purchased.

Class dates changed
Faye Cunningham, technology coordinator for Housing Authority of
Murray, announces changes in classes. No classes will be held Sept. 20.
Introduction to Word will be 9 a.m. to noon on Sept. 27. More Word and
Office Products will be from 9 a.m. to noon and More Internet and E-mail
will be from 1 to 4 p.m., both on Sept. 30. For more information call 7535000.

CMS starting program
Calloway County Middle School is offering an after-school assistance
and enrichment as part of its Extended School Services (ESS) program.
This will be available Monday through Friday. Enrichment is a major function of ESS and students who aie excelling in school are invited to stay for
services that will further enhance their education through special assignments and projects. For more information call Smith at CCMS at 762-7355,
extension 175.

Support Our Parks group to meet
Support Our Parks Group will meet Wednesday,Sept. 18, at 5 p.m. in the
meeting room of Calloway Public Library. All interested persons are invited.

Little Lakers Council will meet
Little Lakers Family Resource Center Advisory Council will meet
Wednesday, Sept. 18, at 2 p.m. in the Calloway County Preschool. All interested persons are invited. For information call Michelle Hansen at 7627410.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight, Sept.
17, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. A potluck supper will be served. Names
will be tabled for membership. Hostesses will be Sally DuFord, Tracy
Bernard, Sondra Rice, Gale Vinson and Shirley Wall.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer blood
pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings at its stops Tuesday,
today, Sept. 17, from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at East Y Grocery; and on Wednesday,
Sept. 18,from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, Murray.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray SOS (singles organizational society) will meet tonight, Sept. 17,
at 7 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant. This is for all singles whether divorced,
widowed or never married. For information call Jackie at 1-270-247-7753
or Barbara at 436-5032.

Quilt Lovers will meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight, Sept. 17, at 6 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway Public Library. Val Dowdy will give a demonstration
on "Fabric Stamping and Painting." This will be a "hands-on" demonstration with a small project to make and take home.

East Council will meet
East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will have a
special called meeting tonight, Sept. 17, at 5 p.m. in the teachers' work
lounge. Patsy Chaney. principal, invites the public to attend.

Children's clothing and books needed
Children's clothing and books as well as adult coats are now being collected at the National Guard Armory, Highway 121 North from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday. These items may also be dropped off at the
schools. Donations of new socks and underwear are appreciated. Volunteers
are currently processing donated clothing for distribution at the Community
Resource Fan on Saturday, Sept. 21, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Armory.
For more information phone 762-7333 or 559-1010 on the cell phone.

Need Line lists special needs

Wtootesaw

SPAGHETTI
with Meat Sauce or Marmara Sauce

$1.99
DINNER SALAD $1.19

Lunch & Dinner — 11 a.m -8 p.m.

•

270-759-3400 • 1608 Hwy. 121 N.• Murray, KY 42071
270-252-3399 • 1769 Mayfield Hwy. Suite 5 • Benton, KY 42025

Quilt will be on display

SAW/1717 SPEC/ill

Curee3 2 for 1*
Veetehr Ls*(ewer*

Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday, Sept. 18, at 10:30 a.m.
in the MCCH Center for Health and Wellness classroom. For more information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at 753-9015.

I.Eicucic

Join Now

FOR WOMEN

Depression group will meet

Need Line. 804 Story AVe., Murray, has listed chili beans, sauerkraut,
green beans, pork & beans, instant potatoes, adult and children tooth brushes, dish liquid and brown paper bags as special needs this week. Tonia
Casey,executive director, said "out food supplies and personal hygiene supplies are low at this time and extremely low .in those listed to prepare the
sacks for clients." Need Line is a United Way agency.

• A complete workout
in just 30 minutes
• Strength training protects
lean tissue & metabolism
• Achieve permanent result
without permanent dieting

30 MOW! f"et*

Michelle Hansen will be the speaker at the second
session of the 2002-03 year of Parent Power to be
held tonight, Sept. 17, from 6 to 7:30 p.m. in the
Parish Center of St. Leo Catholic Church, North
12th and Payne Streets, Murray.
"Seven Characteristics of a Great Family" will
the theme of the talk by Hansen, coordinator of
Little Laker Pride Resource Center. The workshop
will start promptly at 6 p.m. and doors will be locked
at 6:30 p.m.
Refreshments will be served and child care will be
available. For information call 762-7333 or 7599592.

KOPPERUD REALTY

970 Chestnut Street
Murray

SOFT DRINK

794

753-2975
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Administration at odds over same-sex schools

By GREG TOPPO
AP Education Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Whent she
peeks into classrooms at the Young
Women's Leadership Charter School of
Chicago, Joan Hall sees girls working quietly, free from the distractions of teenage
boys. The girls pay attention to their teachers, work confidently at lessons and speak
up freely in class. —
-They have a feeling that they can do
whatever they want to do," said Halk president of the school's board of directors. The
public charter school has begun its third
year with 325 girls — about 260 of whom
are black or Hispanic — in grades 7- I I . The
school has a waiting list of 400.
Noting high demand for the nation's 11
single-sex public schools, the Bush administration is poised to let other school districts
open more, making more money available
and relaxing federal rules that now limit
them.
Advocates say single-sex schools are
good for girls and minorities, but women's
and civil rights groups are urging President
Bush to drop the idea. They contend the
schools promote sexism and distract from
proven ways to improve education.
They also say school programs geared

toward girls generally get less public financial support than coeducational ones.
"You are doing girls no favors" by putting them in all-girls schools, said Eleanor
Smeal, president of the Feminist Majority
Foundation.
The foundation is joined by the National
Organization for Women and the National
Council of Women's Organizations in
opposing any changes to federal rules,
which now allow such schools in just a few
cases.
Taking the same position are theLeadership Conference on Civil Rights, the
Citizens Commission on Civil Rights, the
American Civil Liberties Union and the
National PTA.
The government, however, will almost
certainly change the rules, allowing more
new schools to begin operating next fall, a
top Education Department official said.
Critics cite the Supreme Court's landmark 1954 decision in Brown v. Board of
Education, which found that racially segregated schools are inherently unequal.
Feminists maintain that separating students by gender promotes boys' sexism and
is poor preparation for increasingly integrated workplaces.
"We live in a real world, and that world

has got men and women in it," Smeal said.
-They must compete."
The critics say the idea distracts from the
attention that should be paid to other pressing school issues.
"It's a gimmick, much like vouchers,
where you don't know the impact on the
other kids who are left behind," said Nancy
Zirkin, deputy director of the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights, an umbrella
group of 185 civil rights organizations.
Zirkin said schools should focus more on
academics, discipline, increased funds,
smaller classes, more parental involvement
and better teacher training.
In comments filed this summer with the
Education Department, opponents called the
single-sex proposal "a terrible idea" and
said it does not address legitimate concerns
over sexual harassment — and may actually
make school districts less likely to address it
elsewhere.
Research on single-sex education, done
mostly in private schools, is inconclusive. It
suggests the schools are more orderly and
that girls tend to do better in math, science.
athletics and social situations. But it found
the self-esteem of girls attending such
schools is not necessarily better than that of
girls in other schools.

Overall academic results are mixed. In
studies that show academic improvements
On the Net
in single-sex schools, the results don't hold
Young Women's Leadership School:
up when factors such as socio-economic and
http/www.ywlcs.org/
ability levels are factored in.
That fact — in addition to the little
research done on public single-sex schools "What harm is done?"
Opponents actually point to successful
— would seem to doom them in the eyes of
the administration, which insists that all pro- programs such as the Young Women's
grams be based on solid research.
school in Chicago, saying what really
But the Education Department's general accounts for their success has less to do with
counsel, Brian Jones, said the lack of keeping boys out than with bringing more
research is "a bit of a chick_cn-ancl-egs_ prat_
lem" that actually invites more public sinAs a charter school, it can raise money
gle-sex schools. "It's difficult to study these privately,
resulting in a $10,000 per-pupil
things with any real scientific basis until
expenditure, more than the average $8,378
you've got a body of evidence," he said.
for most of Chicago's other public school
The largest teachers' uniops are at odds
students. It also enjoys partnerships with
over the proposal. The National Education
Association opposes single-sex schools, local business, arts and academic institucalling any expansion "bad educational pol- tions.
Hall, the school's president, attributed
icy" that will divert money from proven
solutions. The American Federation of much of the school's success to a willingTeachers has no formal policy on single-sex ness to try new ideas, such as a schoolwide
schools. AFT President Sandra Feldman reading program that gets struggling readers
said single-sex education is "not a cure-all," up to grade level.
but ought to be an option.
"We're not saying this is for everyone,"
"There's no evidence that it creates high- she said. "It's always been an option for rich
er achievement, but why not have it as an girls. We'd like it to be an option for some
option?" Feldman said in an interview. economically disadvantaged girls."

Top
Tiger
TAKING THE FIELD ... Pictured
at right is Josh Hyatt who has
been selected as this year's
Drum Major for the Murray
Middle School Tiger Band.
Josh, an eighth grade alto saxophone player, is the son of
Maureen Hyatt of Murray and
Charles Hyatt of Cookeville,
Tenn.

ummer
Stories
BACK TO SCHOOL SHOW &
TELL
As Mrs. Robinson's
class started off the new year.
students shared their summer
events with classmates. Cody
Jones is shown at left sharing
the breathing equipment he
used after his surgery during
summer break.

Photo provided

WHAT IS PI? ... Calloway County High School Academic Coach Jeremy Krug practices
with team
members to prepare for upcoming matches.

CCHS academic team has
high hopes for new season Valuable
Special to the Ledger
By BRAD DARNELL
Calloway County Schools
What Political leader of the late
19th and early 20th century also
served as Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court in 1920, after serving as president?
That's just one example of an
American history question members
of Calloway County High School's
Academic Team try to answer on a
daily basis.
Last year, the Lakers finished
with an 18-9 record: however, the
team only graduated on senior. So,
Calloway chemistry teacher and
academic team coach Jeremy Krug

has high hopes for this season.
-I've got three seniors that are
excellent players and some juniors
that are excellent players," Krug
said. "This season and next season
look very good for Calloway
County."
The team consists of about six
varsity and six junior varsity players
and accepts anyone who keeps their
grades up and attends practice. But
Krug admits it's a lot of hard work.
The team practices four times a
week, plus, they have matches once
a week in the fall. On top of that,
members spend time preparing for
subjects they aren't experts in, but
know they may be questioned.

The first match of the season
Calloway quizzed against Marshall
County and Christian Fellowship.
The JV team won both matches,
while the varsity team beat Christian
Fellowship.
They lost a close match, 19-16, to
Marshall County.
Team members have one goal in
mind — making it to state.
"We have a tough district." Krug
said. "By far, we have the toughest
district in the region. If we make it
to regional, we have a good chance
of making it to state.'
By the way, the political leader
who served as Chief Justice is
William Howard Taft.

0 too'

Resource
A NOOK FOR A BOOK
Stephanie McClain places a
book in the Book Exchange
Box for the Family Resource
Center's book exchange that
will take place during the
Family Resouce Fair. The
books can be lovingly used or
new.

Dont Let An Apple
A Day Keep My
Dad Away_

/I

crir4s
:161r140;

ew

Auivata

An Annual Eye Health
Exam Is Important
For Everyone.

Live Topiary...
Beautiful table-top topiaries in ity, myrtle, ansel vine and maiden-hair ern
Starting at $
6
"
These Make Great Gifts For Any Occasion!

MUMS• ASTERS • STRAW
PANSIES • PUMPKINS
Our Candle and
Gift Slioppe Is Full!
yaw 9 DAYS A WEEK/

Available on Sunday games
Call 753-8809

607 S. 4th St.

753-8809

• Di(

RED BARN

Oxtew Mow.-S47. 10-5. Sew /-5 .

CARDIN SI4OPPE

4 Minutes From

Murray on 94 W.
4354770

r---T

nce
Allison

Call 759-2500
For Your
Appointment.

Eyecare Specialties
For all your cytyare needs call Dr. Kivu,

Adams

308 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY
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Racer coach addresses questions 'Cats
By SCOTT NANNEY
a wrist during the game's first offenSports Editor
sive series and did not return.
How far is too far?
The Salukis compiled 365 total
That was just one of several
yards, rushing 44 times for 326
questions Murray State head coach
of those yards.
Joe Pannunzio struggled to answer
"We had some positive signs,
about his third Racer squad after
but there were also a lot of neglast Saturday's 42-24 pasting of
ative things that went on," Panregional rival Southern Illinois.
nunzio said, "so I'm not really
The Racers — heeding Pansure yet what kind of football
nunzio's advice to be aggressive
team we have."
— may have taken their aggresThe Racers will face their secsiveness a little too far against the
ond Gateway Conference opponent
Salukis with 19 penalties for a
this Saturday when they travel to
whopping 161 yards. Several of
Normal, Ill. to face the Illinois
those penalties came on personal
State Redbirds, led by former MSU
fouls.
coach Denver Johnson.
The dearth of yellow flags upset
The Redbirds(1-1) dropped their
some SIU brass, and left Pannunseason opener at Big Ten memzio wondering if he encouraged
ber Purdue before blasting Quinhis players to be a little too physcy 55-10 in the home opener last
ical against the Salukis.
weekend.
"Maybe we pushed them a lit"Illinois State played pretty well
tle too far." Pannunzio admitted
against Purdue," Pannunzio said.
on Monday. "We knew going into
"Purdue has been a Top 25 team
the game that it was going to be
in recent years, and I was impressed
a physical game, and we stressed
with how hard (ISU) played against
(in practice) how physical and
them.
aggressive we needed to be. But
"Denver is a great football coach
there's a right way and a wrong
and a good human being, and I
way to do it ... We need to make
have the upmost respect for him.
sure that we play with class."
We're going to have to play well
Murray's play against its first
because this is going to be a big
of three straight Gateway Conferchallenge for us."
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
ence foes also had Pannunzio some- LISTEN TO ME ... Murray State head
Racer Notes: Pannunzio said the
coach Joe Pannunzio talks to defensive lineman
what perplexed.
Cedric Harden after the 6-3 senior was called for a personal foul during the first half of Racers would likely be without
It was hard to argue with the
Saturday's home opener against Southern Illinois. The Racers were whistled for 19 penal- offensive tackle Jeremy Goodman
Racers' offensive output as they
for four weeks. The 6-7, 288piled up 475 yards in total offense, ties that totaled 161 yards.
pound senior strained a medial
including 344 on the ground.
at will as they built a 28-6 half- es. However, 85 of those yards art and Deandre. Hopefully we're collateral ligament ... Backup lineSenior tailback Billy Blanchard time lead on the Salukis. Highly- and the two scores came in the close to getting that thing
going." backer Heath Wilson (shoulder) is
provided many of the MSU high- regarded wide receiver Deandre first half. Childress was also interThe MSU unit stalled in the likely done for the season ... Junior
lights, garnering Ohio Valley Con- Green made his first significant con- cepted once.
second half, mostly because of the cornerback Michael Hanley, a transference Offensive Player of the tributions with six catches for 85
"Stewart did a good job of get- penalties and mental mistakes. SIU fer from Indiana, was denied eliWeek honors after rushing for 165 yards and two touchdowns in the ting us into the right calls at the took advantage of the Racers' slop- gibility by
the NCAA last week
yards on 23 carries and scoring three first two quarters. line of scrimmage," Pannunzio py play, winning the scoring bat- and is expected to miss the seatouchdowns.
Junior quarterback Stewart Chil- noted. "He's more comfortable in tle 18-14 in the third and fourth son. Pannunzio said Hanley would
The Racers were impressive in dress netted 100 yards on. 7-of-13 what we're doing right now ... quarters despite playing without star
remain in Murray and will be elithe first half, seemingly scoring passing and two touchdown pass- We need that combination of Stew- tailback Tom Koutsos, who injured gible to
play next fall.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••

Spurrier suffers first NFL
loss as Eagles crush 'Skins

RICK BOWMER/AP Photo

SKINNED ... Washington's Leonard Stephens (49) receives
the ball as Philadelphia's Troy Vincent (23) makes a tackle in the first quarter of Monday's game. The Eagles defeated the Redskins 37-7.

LANDOVER. Md.(AP) — The dissipated and play resumed after
only scare on a near-perfect night an eight-minute delay.
for the Philadelphia Eagles came
"I looked up and saw what was
when the smell of pepper spray going on and just started hearing
sent them scurrying off the bench. people
scream," Philadelphia
The Eagles routed the Wash- receiver Antonio Freeman said. "I
ington Redskins 37-7 on Monday, had so many thoughts about postsending coach Steve Spurrier to 9-11 and this being such a big
his worst loss in more than six game in D.C."
years.
This was Spurrier's worst coach"We got clobbered," Spurner ing defeat since Florida's 62-24
said. "We never could go any- loss to Nebraska in the Fiesta
where. They beat us every which Bowl on Jan. 2, 1996. He had
way."
only one other loss by 30 or more
Philadelphia held Washington's points with the Gators: 45-3 at
offense to 179 yards and zero Tennessee in 1990.
points and did not allow the RedWashington's only score came
skins past the Eagles' 35-yard line. on Jacquez Green's 90-yard punt
The Eagles also had four sacks return in the second quarter.
and forced three turnovers.
The Eagles beat Spurner at his
Donovan McNabb and the own game. They went long on
offense did the rest.
their first play acid kept the Red"The coaches showed us a lot skins off guard with a mix of forof stuff this week in practice," mations. McNabb threw two touchEagles cornerback Bobby Taylor down passes and ran for another,
said. "Sometimes it was a bit over- completing 26 of 38 passes for
whelming. ... They gave us a full 292 yards. He also ran for 36
dose, and it gave us a chance to yards on five carries.
show what we can do."
It was a change of pace from
In the fourth quarter, pepper last week, when the Eagles blew
spray used by police to break up -a 24-10 lead by going conservaa fight the stands spread to the tive in the second half in a 27Eagles sideline. At least one play- 24 loss to Tennessee. Monday
er vomited, but the spray soon night's result left all four teams

in the NFC East at I-1.
"A lot of people counted us
out, but as a football team we
still had the mind-set that we are
the NFC East champs," McNabb
said.
For the Redskins, it didn't matter who was at quarterback. Danny
Wuerffel played the second half
after Shane Matthews bruised his
hon-throwing shoulder late in the
first 'half. Matthews was 10-of-22
for 62 yards with an interception.
Wuerffel was 6-of-9 for 57 yards
with one interception and four
sacks.
Spurrier said Matthews will start
next week at San Francisco. But
the performances by his quarterbacks were so weak, he hinted he
might rush along first-round draft
pick Patrick Ramsey.
The pepper spray delay came
with 6:38 remaining. The Eagles
scattered from their bench onto
the field.
Players and fans in the stands
on that side of the stadium held
their noses, their faces reflecting
concerns about safety and security.
Play resumed after a brief meeting between referee Bob McElwee and a uniformed officer.

First AP poll shows L.A. ties Giants for wild card
powers on top
LOUSVILLE Ky. (AP) —
Traditional
powers
state
Louisville Trinity and Boyle
County have claimed the top spots
in the first Associated Press high
school football poll of the season.

Trinity. 4-0, received all nine
first place votes in the 4A class,
whose poll was dominated by
Louisville teams. Male, Si. Xavier
and Pleasure Ridge Park round
out the top four spots in the
poll, will duPont Manual and
Ballard claiming the seventh and
ninths spots, respectively.
In the 3A poll. 3-1 Boyle
County claimed the top spot,
with Lexington Catholic and
Rockcastle County rounding out
the top three. Undefeated Ashland Blazer ranked fourth in the
spot, and despite and 2-2 record.
Hopkinsville slipped in at No.

Class A Prep Poll
LOUISVILLE. Ky (API — The top teams
in The Kentucky Associated Press high
school Class A football poll, with firstplace votes, records, total points and
previous rankingsRank-School
TP Pvs
FPV
Rcd
87
3-1
1 Danville
(6)
2. Mayfield
(3)
4-0
84
3 Newport CC 4-0
69
4 Lou Holy Cross4-0 53
2-1
5 Beechwood
43
6. Ballard Mem. 3-1
27
7 Pikeville
2-1
20
8 Cumberland 4-0
19
9 Green Co
3-1
18
10 Crittenden Co 3-0
15
Others receiving votes Lou Christian
Academy 13, Murray 10, Somerset 9.
Bellevue 7, Evans, 7. Metcalfe Co 4
Nicholas Co 3. Hazard 3. Middlesboro
2. Raceland 1. Lynn Camp 1

8 in the first poll.
The top seven teams in the
2A poll are a combined 21-0
with Mason County, Breahitt
County and Larue County holding the top three spots.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
ltfootball season, so Brian Jordan
is playing good baseball.
Jordan, the Dodgers' best hitter this month, hit a grand slam
to help Los Angeles heat San Francisco 7-6 Monday night and tie
the Giants for the NL wild-card
lead.
"It's just good to have an opportunity to be in it and play for
something," he said. "I'm just
going to do whatever it takes to
try to get to Atlanta."
Jordan is a former defensive back
with the Falcons, and he could
return to Atlanta to play the Braves
if the Dodgers make the playoffs.
Marquis Grissom's high-flying
catch at the center field wall prevented a game-tying home run by
Rich Aurilia in the ninth inning.
"That was the play of the day
and it saved us," said Jordan. who
this month has 20 RBIs in 15
games and a team-leading five
homers.
After the catch. Eric Gagne
struck out Jeff Kent, who home-

KEY HIT ... Brian Jordan's
grand
slam
keyed
the
Dodgers 7-6 win over San
Francisco Monday night.
red in the first, and intentionally
walked Barry Bonds to put the
tying run at first. Bonds was stranded when Benito Santiago struck
out to end the game.
"It's the greatest baseball game

that I have ever been involved in
in my life," Dodgers manager Jim
Tracy said.
"I would beg to differ if you
could find me a better catch in a
more critical situation than was
made by Marquis Grissom to start
the ninth inning."
Aurilia said he hit Gagne's fastball squarely and figured it might
leave the park.
"I didn't know he had it until
he threw it in," he said. "He made
a great play."
Grissom, a four-time Gold Glove
winner in the mid-1990s, credited
his catch to practicing similar plays
for the last couple of years.
"1 just looked at it as I made
a good catch," said Grissom, who
was kissed by exuberant team
chairman Bob Daly in the clubhouse. "That's why I wasn't so
excited about it because we've
still got two more big hitters to
get out."
In the only other NL games,
Florida beat Atlanta 5- I and Cincinnati defeated Pittsburgh 4-3.

aiming
for 4-0
record
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky linebacker Morris
Lane doesn't think 3-0 is any
big deal.
Don't get him wrong. Having a chance to go 4-0 for the
first time since 1984 is nice,
but these surprisingly feisty
Wildcats have much more lofty
goals in mind.
"What does 3-0 mean? Nothing if you don't win that fourth
game," Lane said Monday.
"We're not
playing to be
•
4-•
f's 3-0, 4-0 or
5-0. We're
playing to
prove
we
can be one
of the best
teams in the Southeastern Conference."
As ridiculous as that may
have sounded just three years
ago, Kentucky is making a
strong case in its favor with
each passing 'Week.
After three games, the Wildcats boast the SEC's leading
rusher, it's top-rated passer and
are ranked first in scoring
offense at 42 points per game.
"Who would have ever
thought they would hear 'SEC's
leading rusher' and the 'University of Kentucky' in the
same sentence?- said senior tailback Artose Pinner, who has
carried the ball 69 times for
344 yards and two touchdowns.
"I guess it goes to show
you how much things have
changed around here. Maybe
we're finally starting to prove
some things to some people."
Against Indiana on Saturday, Pinner rushed 25 times
for a career-high 141 yards
and caught 10 passes for another 92 yards and a touchdown.
Kentucky coach Guy Morriss knew the team's rushing
attack could be potent but didn't know how long it would
take to establish itself.
"We've probably got a better running game now than in
all the time I've been here,"
Morriss said. "I'm not surprised at all, really, and that's
a credit to Artose and those
guys up front.
"The difference hasn't been
Artose. The difference is that
we're putting the ball in his
hands."
Although Kentucky isn't
racking up the air miles it did
under former coach Hal
Mumme, whose philosophy was
to pass, pass and pass some
more, junior quarterback Jared
Lorenzen has flourished in the
Wildcats' more balanced offensive system.
He hasn't even come close
to throwing for 300 yards in
a game — a plateau he reached
in 13 of his first 17 starts
entering the season — yet he
leads the conference in pass efficiency with nine touchdowns
and only one interception.
"It takes so much pressure
off of me and the receivers
knowing we can move down
the field running the football,"
Lorenzen said. If we get 150
or 200 yards rushing a game.
I won't have to throw for 300
yards."
More surprising than the
team's emergence as a rushing team has been its consistency on the other side of the
ball.
Kentucky's defense, which
ranked at the bottom of the Division I rankings the past two
seasons, has allowed 338 yards
per game — 137 yards fewer
than last season.
Even more important, it's
making big plays that are helping to win games. Kentucky
is tied for second in the SEC
and tied for 12th nationally in
turnover margin with five fumble recoveries and three interceptions.
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Prep Volleimall
MONDAY S SCORES
at Jeffrey Gymnasium
Lalloway County 0 Fulton City
15-8 15-10
at Cadiz, Ky.
Trigg County d Murray 15-6, 15-8
THURSDAY'S MATCHES
at Jeffrey Gymnasium
Marshall County vs Calloway County
(6-4) 7 p m
at Tiger Gym
Chnstian Fellowship vs Murray (2-7)
7 pm

Smith
sweating
UofL's
start
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Perspiration glistened on the forehead of Louisville coach John L.
Smith as he sat down for his
news
weekly
conference
Monday.
He had just
finished
his
daily morning
run, but he
might've also been sweating over
the start of his team's season.
The Cardinals are 1-2, their
worst start since 1998, Smith's
first year. They trailed Colorado
State 36-14 in the fourth quarter
Saturday, before rallying and finally losing 36-33. Their other loss
came at home, to archrival Kentucky, in the season opener.
Smith said blame for the dismal start shouldn't focus on individuals and shouldn't even stop
with the players. The Cardinals
have four new position coaches
this season, and Smith admits
they've struggled to come up with
solutions to Louisville's problems.
"We have to guide our guys
and give our guys some goals and
take them by the hand," Smith
said. "You lay awake and try to
come up with all the answers. It's
very disheartening to see us go
down in some areas rather than
improve. We've got to find a
way."
Despite the return of quarterback Dave Ragone, Smith expected the Cardinals' offense to have
trouble early in the season, and
it has. Ragone has been sacked
10 times and the Cardinals have
committed nine turnovers.
But Louisville's defense,expected to be one of the nation's best
with 10 starters back from last
season, allowed 469 yards of total
offense to Colorado State.

Lady Racers in tie for
5th after opening round
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PULASKI, Va. — The Murray State women's golf team is
tied for fifth after the first day
of play at the Radford Draper
Valley Invitational.
The 36-hole tournament, which
began Monday and concludes
today, is being hosted by Radford at the par-72, 5,806-yard
Draper Valley Golf Course.
The Lady Racers shot a 305
to open the event, coming in
one stroke behind fourth-place
Western Carolina and 11 behind
leader Elon.
Senior Stephanie Baskey is tied
for seventh in the 73-golfer field
with a 1-over round of 73, just
three swings behind individual
Granstrand
leader
Elin
of

Winthrop.
Junior Cuyler Hedley is tied
for 15th with a 75 for the defending Ohio Valley Conference champions.
Women's Tennis
COLUMBIA,
Mo. — Murray
State took part in
the Missouri FourWay Tournament,
an indoor competition that included Illinois State,
Southern Illinois and host Missouri in the flighted tournament
on Saturday and Sunday.
Seniors Cheryl Graham and
Annette Steen fared the best in
singles, each winning two of their
three matches, while the doubles
team of Steen and sophomore
Jennifer Ward won two of their

three matches.
MSU's No. 1 singles player,
Melissa Spencer, faced the stiffest
competition at the tournament, taking on No. 94 Liina Suurvarik
of Illinois State as well as Missouri's top seed, Urska Juric and
Southern Illinois' No. 1, Alejandra Blanco.
Spencer and sophomore Jaclyn
Leeper also played nationallyranked competition in doubles,
facing No. 19 Suurvarik and Alesia Mikalayeva of Illinois State
and No. 48 June and Katka Sevcikova of Missouri, falling 8-4
and 8-5, respectively.
Murray State will next play a
four-way match in Evansville. Ind.,
over the weekend, featuring teams
from Evansville, Louisville and
Indiana State.

Rams looking up at NFL
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St. Louis Rams excelled
at outrunning their mistakes on the way to two
Super Bowls in the past three years.
They averaged over 30 points each season behind
Kurt Warner's uncannily accurate arm. Marshall
Faulk's eye for the end zone, a brigade of speedy
wide receivers and an ever-improving defense.
This season, they are 0-2 and looking up at the
rest of the NFL with an attack that has looked
somewhat drab and predictable, and a defense that
bends far too much and puts, no pressure on the
quarterback.
Counting the loss to New England in the Super
Bowl last February and the preseason, the Rams
have lost seven in a row.
Yet, the team is far from worried. As coach
Mike Martz pointed out Monday. a play here and

I-AA Football Poll
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The top 25
teams in the Sports Network Division
I-AA preseason football poll, with firstplace votes in parentheses, records
through Sunday. points and previous
ranking.
1 Montana (115)
3-0 2,994 1
2. McNeese St. (4)
3-0 2.785 3
3. Lehigh (1)
2-0 2,667 2
4 Maine
3-0 2,468 6
5. Appalachian State
1-1 2,462 5
6. Northern Iowa
1-1 2,442 4
7 Furman
1-1 2,218 7
8 Portland State
2-0 2.020 10
9 Georgia Southern
1-1 1,944 9
10 Northwestern St
3-0 1,810 13
11 Youngstown St
1-1 1,620 12
12. Hofstra
2-1 1,417 17
13. Eastern Illinois
0-2 1,321 8
14 Villanova
2-1 1,310 11
15 Florida A&M
2-1 1,249 19
16 Grambling State
2-1 960 20
17 William & Mary
1-2 908 18
18 Northeastern
2-0 829 22
19 Northern Anzona
2-1 748 —
20 Western Illinois
2-0 661 —
21. Eastern Kentucky 1-2 572 16
22 Richmond
1-1 524 23
23 Holy Cross
2-0 502 25
24 Bethune-Cookman 3-0 286 —
25 Alabama State
3-0 283 —
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a play there and the Rams are 2-0. Just like last
year, when the Rams overcame sloppiness in a
three-point overtime victory against Philadelphia
and a four-point win over San Francisco en route
to their third straight 6-0 start.
-Last year at this time we could be sitting here
at 0-2 very easily," Martz said Monday. "It's not
an attitude thing."
Warner blamed himself repeatedly for the 26-21
loss to the New York Giants on Sunday, bemoaning his late interception just after the 2-minute
warning that snuffed out the Rams' last chance. It
was Warner's second interception and the last of
St. Louis' four turnovers.
"It's no time to sulk." Faulk said minutes after
the loss. "What we've got to do is get better.
We've got to fix the things that are wrong."

•

SCOREBOARD
Spenbured By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Miami
2
New Engiand
2
0
1
Buffalo
1
0
N Y Jets
1
1
0
South
W
L
T
Houston
1
0
Indianapolis
1
1
0
Jacksonville
1
1
Tennessee
1
North
W
L
Cleveland
1
1
Baltimore
0
2
Cincinnati
0
2
Pittsburgh
0
2
West
W
L
Denver
2
0
0
Oakland
2
0
San Diego
2
0
Kansas City
1
1
Sunday's Games
Chicago 14 Atlanta 13
Miami 21. Indianapolis 13
Dallas 21. Tennessee 13
Carolina 31. Detroit 7
New England 44, N Y Jets 7
New Orleans 35. Green Bay 20
Cleveland 20, Cincinnati 7
Jacksonville 23, Kansas City 16
Tampa Bay 25, Baltimore 0
Arizona 24. Seattle 13
N Y Giants 26, St Louis 21
San Diego 24, Houston 3
Buffalo 45, Minnesota 39, OT
Denver 24, San Francisco 14
Oakland 30, Pittsburgh 17
Monday's Game
Philadelphia 37, Washington 7
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Saturday's rained-out Kentucky State
Qualifier races at the Murray-Calloway
County BMX Track have been rescheduled for Thursday at 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Park. Registraion
will be held from 5-5:30 p.m.
The event, which is free to the
public, will be the track's final state
qualifier before Saturday's West Kentucky Regional. There will be no open
practice on Thursday. For more information, call 762-0325.
The Calloway County High School
boys' basketball program will hold
signups for this season's Little League
Sept 21 and 28 and Oct. 5 from 9
a.m to noon at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Little League is open to boys
in grades 3-6 The registration fee is
$50 per player or $90 for siblings For
more information, call the Laker basketball office at 762-7374 ext 109.
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""SENF
SHERIFF
for

Custom Embroidery &

Screen Printing

Custom Embroidered Caps
308 N. 12th

St. Murray

753-7743

CRIME PREVENTION PLATFORM
1. ADEQUATE and Efficient 24 HOUR ROAD PATROL coverage.

$

SS

S

$S

S S SSSSS

HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
Borrow
S50,000
S75.000
$100,000

Payment
332.65'
493.95'
658.60'

Cash Out for any reason • debt consolidation

• home improvement • pay off land contracts
•fixed rates available *slow credit o.k.
•Based on 360 mo 7 5 APR Adjustable

For Fast Free Pre-Approval Call
270-442-1135•888-276-0555

C21
EOlik rOLISING
LENDER

2. ENFORCEMENT OF STATE DRUG LAWS to specifically
ELIMINATE the MANUFACTURE and subsequent TRAFFICKING.
3. Establish COMMUNICATION BETWEEN-driifrify RESIDENTS arid
the SHERIFF.
9ticti ict

a de pier, aud twat evelyaue equally.

* MURRAY CITY and COUNTY RESIDENTS, your VOTE counts IN
THE NOVEMBER 5TH SHERIFFS RACE. Please Register to Vote by
October 7th. Thank you, Don Sent.
Paid

For

By Don Sent Campaign Committee

SSSS$SSSSS$SSS$$$$S$S$SS$SSSSSSS$S$SSSSSSSSS

Free online bill paying
No fee for using another bank's ATM*
Free debit card

MAYFIELD, Ky. — The American
Legion Post 26 junior-league baseball
team will hold tryouts Sunday at 2
p.m. at the Mayfield City Park for boys
ages 16 and under.
For more information, call Todd Smith
at 270-247-7436.

UPAccess Checking.'
You asked for it. You got it.
You know what you want out of a checking account

The Calloway County High School
Touchdown Club and Laker football players are selling raffle tickets for a 15cubic-foot freezer full of beef.
Tickets are $5 each and the drawing will be held Sept. 27 at halftime
of CCHS' game versus Union County
at Jack D. Rose Stadium. Proceeds
from the fundraiser will benefit the Calloway football team.
For more information or to purchase tickets, call 753-2793.

Well, now you can get it. Union Planters gives you all these
convenient banking services to fit your schedule, all for
one simple monthly fee. To open a UPAccess Checking'
account, stop by your nearest Union Planters office, visit
•••

The Murray High School Backboard
Club is sponsoring the Murray High
Lady Tigers/Tigers Four-Person Scramble golf tournament Oct 9 at 1 p m
at Murray Country Club.
The cost to enter is $50 per person or $200 per team. Mulligans and
skins will be sold, and prizes will be
awarded to the winners of each flight
and winners of the closest-to-the-pin
contests.
For more information or to pick up
an entry form, call MHS girls' basketball head coach Rechelle Cadwell Turner at 753-5202 or 767-0358. Entnes
are due by Oct. 4.

500
500
500

L
T
Pct.
Arizona
1
1
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0
San Francisco
1
1
0
500
Seattle
0
000
0
2
St Louis
0
000
0
2
Sunday, Sept. 22
N V Jets at Miami. noon
Cleveland at Tennessee. noon
New Orleans at Chicago, noon
Dallas at Philadelphia. noon
Indianapolis at Houston. noon
Kansas City at New England, noon
Carolina at Minnesota, noon
Buffalo at Denver. 3.05 p m
San Diego at Arizona. 305 p rn
Green Bay at Detroit. 3 15 pm
Seattle at N Y Giants, 3 15 p m
Washington at San Francisco. 3 15 pm
Cincinnati at Atlanta, 7 30 p.m
OPENn Pittsburgh, Oakland, Jacksonville,
Baltimore
Monday, Sept. 23
St Louis at Tampa Bay, 8 p m

SportsBriefs
Murray High School students interested in participating on the MHS swim
team should attend Wednesday's meeting at 6 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria.
For more information. cat Debbie Ferguson at 767-9129_

Pct.
500

www.unionplanters.com, or call 1-800-860-9971.

AUNION PLANTERS BANK
x.!

www un•onplanten tom • Member WIC
Moethh a« melt tee o 59 •Omot of Iptu free non Unlon Planters ATM wIth.drprah per month
k usage fee may be °lamed by the OWIlf1 ol the ATM
Opel vern8o4 is a reitytered hadentel, eit U4/000
,Now,
.Bank
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Dana Levin hosts poetry reading on Thursday City prepares
for fall yard sale
On Sept. 19 poet Dana Levin
will read from her debut book of
poems, "In the Surgical Theatre."
The reading will take place at 7:30
p.m. in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
in the Fine Arts Building on the
campus of Murray State University.

Levin was originally scheduled
to read in last year's Reading
Series, but due to 9/11 was rescheduled to open this year's series.
Her first book of poems, "In the
Surgical Theatre," was chosen by
Louise Gluck for the 1999

American
Poetry
Review/Honickman First Book
Prize and has gone on to receive the
2000 Witter Bynner Prize from the
American Academy of Arts and
Letters, the 2000 GLCA New
Writers Award, the John C. Zacharis

Concerning Health
Anesthesia: Expectations
And Options
Please join us for a free
educational seminar entitled:
Anesthesia: Expectations and
Options

Thursday,
September 19,6 p.m.
Lafayette Room
Paris Travelers Inn
(formerly Best Western(

1297 East Wood Street
Paris, TN
Presented By:
Dr. Amy Boyd
Anesthesiologist
Henry County Medical Center

This Seminar Will
Provide
Valuable Information
On:
• Expectations Emotional and
Physical
• Risks
• Types of Anesthesia
• Smoking and
Anesthesia

To register, or to receive
more information or
directions to the
seminar
please call:
731-644-FIND (3463)
or 1-800-246-2508.
Seating is limited!

Amy Boyd, M.D.

HIC HENRY COUNTY

M IC MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Avenue • Paris, TN 38242 • 731-642-1220

First
Book
Award
from
Ploughshares, and was a finalist for
the 2000 Lenore Marshall Prize.
Of Levin's phenomenal early
success, Louise Gluck writes, "It
was an extraordinary experience for
me, to discover this talent entire, in
a book ... Sensuous, compassionate, violent, extravagant: what an
amazing debut this is, a book of terrors and marvels."
The event is sponsored by the
College of Humanities and Fine
Arts and by the Department of
English and Philosophy. For more
information, contact George Hovis,
Director of Creative Writing, at
762-4723 or george.hovis@murraystate.edu.

Once again, it's time to pull out
the walking shoes for a fun-filled
day of shopping. The Murray
Tourism Commission is hosting
its semi-annual City-wide Yard
Sale on Sept. 21 from 7 a.m.-3
p.m. Over 100 sellers will be set
up around Murray with everything
from clothing, furniture and
antiques to quilts) lawn mowers
and computer games.
Shopping guides including
locations and a list of items at
each sale will be available at the
Murray Tourism Commission at
805 North 12th Street in front of
Wal-Mart. The cost is $1. and the

guides will be available for purchase on Friday, Sept. 20 from
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and Saturday.
Sept. 21 from 6 am.-noon.
It is an exciting day in Murray
as people come from hours away
to experience western Kentucky's
biggest city-wide yard sale. This
Freedom Fest fundraising event
occurs twice -a year with one the
first Saturday in May and the
other the third Saturday in
September.
For additional information,
contact the Murray Tourism
Commission at (270) 759-2199 or
tourism@murraylink.com.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Sept. 18,2002:
Use your intuition and inner knowledge.
Sometimes you don't listen to your own
advice. Be a better role model, and follow your sixth sense. You need downtime this year, especially as work might
have a frenetic pace or your nervous
energy often could be at its limit. Open
up to innovations that make your life easier. Learn new technology. Bosses, parents and responsibilities could weigh you
down. Use everything you can to make
your life easier. If you are single, a special relationship will appear on the horizon near next summer. Are you ready for
a commitment? If you are attached, your
relationship needs special time. Pull
away from the daily grind together.
Renew in each other's company.
AQUARIUS surprises you more often
than not.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Unexpected news gets your
adrenaline running. Get into the moment
and deal with what might be coming up
via a friend or associate. Meetings give
yet another slant on a personal problem.
Talk with someone directly. Tonight:
Visit with friends on the way home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Take the lead, especially if
unexpected matters disrupt plans. You
can deal with much more than others can
because of recent experiences. Finances
might be tight, but you will figure out a
way to get around any hassles. Tonight:
Make it to a meeting.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Reach out for someone who
cares a lot about you. Carefully consider
options that surround travel, more education and a better ability to understand
other styles. Your serious, thoughtful
consideration touches someone you care
about. Tonight: Try something different.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Work with an associate or partner. Your feelings will go in another
direction if you stay open. Carefully consider your options that surround a child
or loved one. Sometimes you give too
much, causing yourself a problem.
Tonight: Togetherness counts.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Carefully consider options that
surround an unpredictable pal. How you
deal with someone can make or break a
key issue. Talk about your long-term
needs with someone who can help you
develop a long-term plan. Tonight: Take
a midweek break.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Recognize others for their help
and extra efforts when you explain a
change or initiate a new project. How
you see a developing situation might not
be as hard or difficult as you think.
Express your interest in learning something new. Tonight: Know when to call it
quits. Go home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Excitement and change get
you going. Be willing to adapt and
change direction. Your humor and fun
nature like the challenge. Reach out for
someone at a distance. You might not
have a complete perspective, but someone else does. Tonight: Find a Leo to
play with!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Consider someone's feelings.
This person might act in a most unex-

pected way, but ultimately this person
knows what works for him or her. Take
your time in a discussion with someone
who seems closed off. You have good
people skills; use them. Tonight: A quiet
evening at home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Continue to reach out to
those in your immediate environment.
You could be jolted, as an unanticipated
development blows your plans. Don't be
hard on an associate or loved one. This
person might feel bad enough already.
Tonight: Out and about.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Recognize your limits with an
associate or friend. You won't be able to
change his or her mind. Work drains you,
and you might need some time off. Be
realistic about how much you can do.
Take a break or cut out of work early.
Tonight: Get extra sleep.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You decide that another
approach can work. As a result, you
might not get done what you need to.
Carefully consider your options surrounding a difficult loved one. Talk all
you want, but actions always speak louder than words. Tonight: Whatever puts a
smile on your face.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** You could be more drained than you
realize. Take your time with those you
care about. Slow down. In fact, if you
can take a personal day, do so. Everyone
needs time off sometime. Don't let
depression get the best of you. Tonight:
Vanish. Do for yourself.

CA-4-ECK our OUR
Aftlii TV W-Eficr

BREAK OUT
OF THE
ORDINARY
2.75%*
Financin
(Up To 24 Maims)

Take a look around, we think you'll like what you see. Like no boom arms in the way, no blind spots, no blocked vision. Proven 53 to 82 gross hp John Deere POWERTECH® engines generate industry-leading breakout force —and many models are available with a two-speed option. A panoramic 360-degree view eclipses anything other manufacturers offer. Sometimes it's what you don't see that makes a difference. So stop in to your local John Deere Skid Steer dealer today.

Vibratory Roller

Cold Planer

Backhoe

Auger

Pallet Fork

www.JohnDeere.com

JOHN DEERE

GREEN CARPET SERVICE AVAILABLE 24/7.
AFTER HOUR SERVICE CALL: 1-866-HUTSONAG
CLARKSVILLE
1902 Wilma Rudolph Blvd
931 -647 0029
800 676-0029

003521 30 341

MAYFIELD
1201 Fulton Road
Highway 45 South
270-247-4456
800-247-4457

MORGANFIELD
118 Jim Veatch Road
South US #60
800-633-1557

PRINCETON
1111 Hopkinsville Road
Highway #91 South
800-734-2011

Monday-Friday
RUSSELLVILLE
250 Shelton Lane
800-726-7172

7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Saturday
7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

www.hutsonsag.com

'Drier VAS September X 2002 Sublect to approved credit on John Deere Crede Installment Plan, for commercial-use only Other finance options may he available including 3 75% up 10 36 months 4 15% up to 48 months, and 5 75% up to 60 months 05. down payMent 10 qualified cullomers See your local JOhn
Deere Skid Steer dealer for complete details
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Campbell KY approx
WWII Wood Bldg.
SAy F-SALVAGE
`f_, fled Bid Opening:
AD Sept)?
Fir Bid/info package
PWBC-ATTN
F

-Discrimination
Murray State University Statement of Non
State
l public are hereby notified that Murray
Students, parents, employees, and the genera
stamarital
n,
religio
sex,
origin,
race, color, national
University does not discriminate on the basis of
activiand
ms
progra
ional
educat
s,
service
provision of
tus, age, or disability in employment or the
s
accommodations including auxiliary aids and service
able
reason
,
request
upon
es,
provid
ties, and
ms
progra
all
in
pate
an equal opportunity to partici
necessary to afford individuals with disabilities
and activities.
ting; Business Administration; Compute'
Programs available include:--Advertising; Accoun
ics; Finance; Information Systems; International
Information Systems; Computer Science; Econom
zational Communication; Public Relations:
Organi
Business; Journalism; Management; Marketing;
ement; Office Systems; Career and Technical
Radio/Television; Telecommunications System Manag
School Education; Child Development; Vocational
Education; Learning Behavior Disorders; Middle
ic
ers; Criminal Justice; Exercise Science/Athlet
Technical Education; Communication Disord
:
ement
Manag
Nutrition, Dietetics and Food
Training; Exercise Science/Wellness; Nursing;
ure:
Literat
and
g
Writin
ve
Art; Art Education; Creati
Recreation and Leisure Services; Social Work;
Studies; History; Liberal Arts; Music; Music
Global
n;
Germa
;
French
ion;
English; English Educat
Philosophy; Political Science; Psychology;
;
Education; Music Performance; Keyboard Studies
Architectural Engineering Technology; Biology.
Sociology; Spanish; Theatre; Applied Physics;
omechanical Engineering Technology; Engineering
Chemistry; Civil Engineering Technology; Electr
Geology; Geosciences; Graphic Communications
Physics; Environmental Engineering Technology;
; Mathematics; Medical Technology; Physi,Management; Industrial Technology and Design
e and Conservation Biology; Civil Engineering
Telecommunications Systems Management; Wildlif
c
Environmental Engineering Technology; Graphi
Technology; Drafting and Design Technology;
logy:
Techno
Animal
e;
Scienc
ture
Agricul
logy;
rommunications Technology; Industrial Techno
Agriculture Science and Technology.
, but are not limited to the following: For underMinimum unconditional admission criteria include
GED, ACT minimum of 1-8, high school Class rank
graduates: an accredited high school diploma or
ulum; for transfers: a minimum cumulative GPA of
minimum of upper half; and a pre-college curric
,a
a baccalaureate degree from an accredited college
a 2.00 on a 4.00 scale; for graduate students:
800.
of
score
GRE
ed
combin
and a minimum
minimum cumulative GPA of 2.75 on a 4.00 scale,
of 500, with a higher minimum required for
L
TOEF
um
minim
a
have
must
s
International student
some graduate programs.
Fields, Director of Equal Opportunity; Section
For additional information please contact: Annazette
unity, 103 Wells Hall, Murray State University,13.0
504, ADA Coordinator, Office of Equal Opport
.
Box 9, Murray, KY 42071-009,(270) 762-3361 (TTY)

Begin an exciting career in the field of
orthodontics. To qualify for the job, you
must have excellent hand dexterity and
work quickly and efficiently in accomplishing tasks. You should enjoy the
opportunity to serve and help children
and adults in a close, personal environment. We are wiling to train you if you
have the desire and the talent needed for
the position. Please send a complete
resume with references listed and your
thoughts on why this position would be of
interest to you.

Notice

Notice
ORDINANCE NUMBER 2002-1287

We now provide
trarroportation
for our

ordinance amending chapter 150.11 of
the City of Murray Code of Ordinances relating to building permits.
An

September 12, 2002.

Physical
Therapy
Patients

s/s Freed Curd
Freed Curd, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

4(0k
•AA.

Summary prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2002-1286
An ordinance amending chapter 150.05 ot
the City of Murray Code of Ordinances relating to plan review fees.
Adopted September 12,2002.
s/s Freed Curd
Freed Curd, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

CALVERT CITY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
Hands-On Treatment • Biodex Testing & Treatment

338-6937
270-395-2600 or 1-888most other ,ns,..a^ce
We file Medicare Medicao &

Summary prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney
,
ORDINANCE NUMBER 2002-1285
An ordinance amending chapter 33.10 of the
to
City of Murray Code of Ordinances
remove residential requirements for law
enforcement officers and fire personnel.
•
Adopted September 12, 2002.
s/s Freed Curd
Freed Curd, Mayor

Attest:
s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk
Summary prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney
020

020
Notice

DISH NETWORK
Free Satellite system, free
installation 50 channels
plus 8 channels of HBO
only $36 98 per month
Before getting a satellite
system, check out our
service department Come
by Beasley's at 400 N 4th
Street or call 759-0901 to
schedule your installation

John D Noonan. MD

Cindy Wilson, PT

MUMS MUMS MUMS
Over 90 different varieties
U-dig or potted
Pumpkins, gords, straw
Wholesale-Retail
Joe Bob's 1147 HWY 95.
Calvert City, KY
(270)395-5285 or
(270) 210-8870.

Notice

FREE DISH.
FREE INSTALLATION.
$22 99 per month
800-555-6002
Technology Group,
Paducah
Restrictions apply
Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge 300 Acres groups
welcome 270-489-2116 If
no answer leave message

060
Lost and Found
FOUND 1 Keter Tool Box
if yours call 753-7644

NOW forming Fall 8-ball
league for Monday nights
.Breaktime Billiards
759-9303
PUBLIC sale . Neon
Sat
Storage.
Beach
9/21/02 at 8.00 a.m. A-27,
B-24, B-80, B-102, D-4

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
WE'RE BACK
D&M
Re-opening for
Fall Season
Open Sept 17th
Mums, Pumpkins,
Indian Corn. Gores. Straw
other Fall Decorations.
Vine Ripe Tomatoes
752-0202
4th And Sycamore
Monday & Saturday
8 30 - 5 30
Lost and Found

LOST: Female cat named
Shadow Gray. medium
length hair with lighter underside Wearing purple
and white flea collar Reinformation'
for
ward
(270)489-2441

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we II
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
060

ATTRIBUTES OF THE JOB:
-Variable work schedule with most
Fridays off.
-Starting wage of $10.00/hr and 11.00/hr
if successful after 4 months.
-Eventual benefits include the following:
-Full Pension & Profit Sharing Plan
-Medical/Dental Reimbursement Plan
-Uniforms provided with cleaning
allowance
-Paid sick leave and reimbursement for
time not used
Paid vacation and 7-1/2 Holidays/year
Send your resume to
P.O. Box 429
Murray, KY 42071

FULL time route driver
Base pay plus commission. Apply at Lambert
Vending 411 N 4th Street/
HARDEE'S
Accepting applications for
full-time & part-time cooks,
cashiers, biscuit-maker,
and maintenance Also accepting applications for
shift manager Please apply @ 641 & Chestnut St

A merrt

• • r 'in't-t;;)

M.NANCE a ASSOCIATES
We are an international company
Western Kentucky. SCREENING INTL
being scheduled Interested persor :, •
Michael Nance a 1270) 527 1-7
Immediate opportunities in Sales M:i•
Qualify to open your own Regirma: ort,,
WE OFFER THE OPPORTUN.T
To be you own boss. To grow noir, .1
To build with a lead,r.,,j u.rIr,,
Full-Time or Part-Time

Mr Hobert Wright
Ititri St . Bldg 865
Ft Campbell, KY
42223-5130
.ai 270-956-2459
KENMORE Hepa Filter.
OF Compact VHS Cam'r a Maytag Washer, &
Best offer 759-

ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
500 Company Needs 2-3
Representatives in the Local area. $3740K + full benefits. Only serious
inquiries apply.

A Fortune

USED
APPUANCES
Ward-Elkins

REGISTERED DIETIT11 \\
Henry County Medical Center is seekitil: a pat;
Dietitian. lb hOurs -Ft ;
Registration required. 2 years clinical
preferred. Excellent benefits and salar
candidates should send resume or apply iii

GEAR UP Kentucky is a Federal
Department of Education Grant administered by the Council on Postsecondary
Education to raise the college awareness
and academic readiness of students in the
middle grades. Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree is required with a degree in education preferred. Three or more years of experience working with middle school students
in an educational setting required.
Excellent communication and technology
skills are also required. Responsibilities:
The Region I Coordinator assists GEAR UP
Kentucky schools and postsecondary partners in Region 1 to design and plan schoolbased GEAR UP activities that increase
academic readiness and promote early college awareness. The coordinator works with
school principals or designees and the area
director to maintain appropriate recordkeeping processes for GEAR UP Kentucky.
Duties also include acting as the primary
contact for program related matters
between the GEAR UP Kentucky area coordinating institution, the cooperating GEAR
UP schools/districts, postsecondary institutions, non-school pariners, and GEAR UP
Kentucky staff in Frankfort. Application
Deadline: September 24, 2002. To Apply:
Send letter of application, resume, three letters of recommendation, and transcripts to:
Terry Waltman, Chair, Region 1 Program
Coordinator Search Committee, Murray
State University, College of Education, 315
Alexander Hall, Murray, KY 42071. For
additional information, contact Terry
Waltman at 270-762-2315 terry.waltman@coe.murraystate.edu Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
MIFID, AA employer.

have own
transportation.
S500-5700 weekly
average.
Interview on 'Nes.
at Days Inn in

Murray. EOE
I went from a size 16 to 10
in 4 weeks You can too
Call Tonya 753-9896 or
www takettottez com

Murray
1731)983-0703
Ask for Tim Bismang

,

220
Musical
7if\l0 for sale. beautifu
,:)le excellent condi
•
C) down, assume low
Jcocaii
riu -137 9757

"ci

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 3824
731-644-8472

AMAHA Trombone,
condition,
ALelf,r-1
00 payments avada-

Equal Opportunit

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the te!!-..•

16x65 28R. -2BA, like
)ew In ,own wlfront porch
S22.000.753-

opportunity.

372 Openings'
Learn to drive big Rigs,
16-Days CDL Program
No experience needed'
Financing available'
Big money starts here'
888-645-8505
POSITION available
Persons needed to prepare income tax returns
Seasonal employment We
will train Call 753-9204 or
270-437-4531
PART-TIME Ground Keeper/ Maintenance helper
immediately
needed
$6 00 per hour, serious inquiries only Apply at Live
906
Apartments
Oak
Broad Street Ext

Check us out on the Web!

On the Square
753-1713

Registered

of
Kentucky - College
GEAR-UP
Education, Murray State University. This is
a full-time grant position. Position is open
pending reauthorization of Federal funds.

For Murray - Mayfield
area. Must be willing to
start immediately and

RIVATE Collection
513 Dickens Village
Snow Village
Retired Houses
et Value

Large Selection

E0E/IVIF

REGION I PROGRAM COORDINATOR,

RCH Now
Accepting
Applications For
Manager &
Outside
Collectors

I

Appliances

Taking Calls Monday & Tuesday,
759-5910 ask for Doug Smith

1

Help Wanted

NOW Taking Applications
for all positions
for all shifts
Apply in person at Sonic
Drive In 21/S 12th St
No phone calls please

PRIMERICA J

CHAIRSIDE DENTAL
ASSISTANT

020

020

Adopted

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

Position:

Secretary/Receptionist
(note: primarily resport,ilili

for switchboard)
Department: Administration
Salary:

$8.40 per hour min n [. f I.
for the position ((kiwi,
training and exptintrin
plus benefits

City of Murray benefit package
health insurance, life insurance, rt.t in •
plan, longevity, wellness plan, sick \ it
and personal days.
Job applications and descriptions tor
above listed position are available at tile
Clerk's office located in City Hall St 20-i
5th Street, Murray, Kentucky. 42071 If sit.
have questions concerning this IiiixttliilI
it
please contact the Personnel 01110
.
2-0353
270-76
Deadline for accepting applications
p.m. Monday, September 23. 2002
Drug screening will be required of stir
applicant.

5 lit,

-

The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
090
Domestic 8 Childcare

HECK us out. Keith Bak Homes Inc. -Paris locator new, pre-owned &
repo homes. 'Large
,election of doubiewides &
..lrigiewides 5% Down
vment. no -money down
rill rand Trade ins welorne with approved credt 1999 Fleetwood 16x70
'Bedroom, 2 Baths, great
,:)r plan. Includes deliv7,
...y.. set up, Central A/C.
,k,rting. Refng & Range.
'..xce;lent condition. Lady
Down,,Approx.
triven.
per
ent S250.00
• ,ayi,
month WA C. (731) 6440012 or 800-533-3568.
RELIANCE Homes Clearance Sale on end of the
year models SO down
available to
financing
aualitied buyers of 2002 or
onor year models in stock
Sale ends Sept 30th. No
reasonable offers will be
refused. Call (,270) 767,1442. Located 2 miles
North of Murray on U.S.

140
Want to Buy

Mobile Homes For Rent

BUSY Bee's child care
now has openings for infant-school age Mon-Sat
5.30 a m - 12 30 a m 7535050.

CASH FOR
Antiques
Collectibles Toys.
Old Plastic Model Cars
ed.(270) 759-3456

2 nedroom with nice deck
storage building, no pets,
Almo area $22500. 437

ENROLLMENT OPENINGS' Kid's Krew Day
Care Inc
6 weeks to Pre-K
759-3333

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting Good,519 S 12th, Murray

I will babysit in my East
Calloway home any hours
loving, playful atmosphere
Please Call 767-9659
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016
120
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

The Place to Start.
place your ad today!
Murray Ledger & Tomes
(270)753-1916

150
Articles
For Sale

4386
2 bedroom, 8 miles North,
$235_00 + deposit. 7538582
2 Bedroom, No pets. 7539866.
2BR Rent to own. 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118.

mobile
96 Buchaneer
home, 3br, 2 bath vespa60- RCA Big Screen TV cious 12x16 front deck,
with PIP & TV guide plus quiet area, near campus,
$1,000 489-2218
free water and trash haul
off. $550'mo 1st, last and
BRIDAL GIFTS
www my tupperware corn' deposit Willing to work on
deposit • Contact Linda at
JORET TA _RANDO
_ LPH
Grey's Properties 759TUPPERWARE
2t.. 1
Great gift ideas
for Halloween
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
and Christmas
Call 435-4377
NJ Cooper
NICE quiet mobile home
lot Ready with trees gaLeave message
rage, septic and well Two
STEEL BUILDINGS
miles north or Murray Call
All sizes tot all uses
759-1204 after 8 30 Evens
67
642-26
(270)

I

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

320
Apartments For Rent

llireearcycles & ATY's

is now taking applications for

1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Fully carpeted, lots of closet space,
24 hour maintenance, playground. You may
apply at the rental office in Hardin, KY

(270)437-4113
TDD #1-800-545-1833 cl
ext. 287

' OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD el -800-648-6056

•1995 Yamaha Timberwoff
250, Utility model, (Good
hunting
4-wheeler)
$1.500 00
OBO 7534519
•1999 Kawasaki Bayou
220, utility model whacks
(good hunting 4-wheeler)
$2,200 00 OBO
7534519
•1996 Yamaha Blaster 200
(sport
wiclutch)
bike
$1,300 00 0130. 7534519

Public Sale

1

FOR Complete Auction
Service Call Wayne
Wilson 753-5086 or
Roger
Stubblefield
(270 7-2931

1-2 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444

INVESTMENT Properly,
Houses, Apartments, and
Duplexes 753-4109

1991 Blazer S10 224.000
miles, power doors and
windows, damage on right
door $900.00 761-7467
or 753-0810.

1998 Jeep Grand C.:herokee, special edition 5 9
Limited 49Jocx miles, excellent condition, fully
loaded $16.500 OBO
767-0731
Used Cars
1990 Camry. Charcoal
Needs
transmission,
$500 00 OBO 345-2520
Evenings

UNION Planters Bank is
accepting offers on Lot 6
1992 240SX SE 26,020
of Strawberry Fields If inoriginal milesl Extremely
terested please call 753clean $11,500.00 (270)
1893 ext 5259 & leave
2BR NEAR MSU
527-4515
message
Union
Planters
Coleman RE 759-4118
reserves the right to ac- 1995 Camero Blue, 6 cyl ,
2BR . Duplex C/H/A
cept or reject any or all of- auto, CD player, new tires,
Coleman RE 759-4118
85,xxx miles 54,900 00
fers
437-4432
3 BR. Apt. C/H/A, Newly
WANTED To purchase or
redecorated. Located on
2000
Daewoo Leganza
lease Professional office
campus, $400.00 month (2
CDX,
36,xxx
miles, great
space or lot suitable for
people) $435 00 month (3
gas mileage. $9,987.00
building
Approximately
people) includes water,
OBO. 753-9216.
2000 S Ft 759-3175
sewage and trash. 4352001 Red Corvette,
4632 or 559-8510.
absolutely brand new,
4br. Diuguid Drive Cole7,000 miles, Black sport
leather seats, smokeglass
man RE 759-4118
NORTHLAND Place
removeable top, heads up
APARTMENTS for rent
3+/-Acre Lots
display, fully loaded
437-4113
with restrictions
$46,000 New. $38,900
759-9192
FORREST View Apart435-4632
460
ments 1213 N. 16th St..
96
Black Mustang ConverHomes For Sale
now accepting applications
tible,
fully loaded, new
for 2br townhouses, basic
power top, CD, Exc
rent 5325/ month. Call
3BR. 2 bath brick home.
shape (270) 519-8805
753-1970. Leave Mesexcellent condition. 1710
Day. (270) 436-2507 Evesage. Equal Housing OpPlainview 759-9329
ning
portunity.
-

NICE 2 bedroom, 1 1/2
Bath, appflances. low utilities $450 00 month 7532225 Day 753-1509 Night
NICE 2br Duplex with Carport. 710 Sycamore. 4366357 or 753-7457.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Houses For Rent
2&3 Bedroom houses to
rent Coleman RE 759
4118
3BR stove, refrigerator &
W/D, $525 per month, deposit & Lease required.
605 Sycamore. Call 7530919 or 1-800-589-7956
FOR Rent Small 3 bedroom house, 1603 1/2
Olive $285.00 plus deposit 492-8225.
FOR SALE OR RENT
2002 Fleetwood 28x64
Doublewide 4BR, 2BA
Brick foundation with front
porch and deck on 1 acre
lot. Will take payoff or assume loan. 662-834-9698.
LARGE 2br stove, refrigerator, W/D hookup. Remodel bathroom & new carpet.
5425 per month. Deposit
& lease. 631 N. 4th. Call
753-0919 or 1-800-5897956
NICE 2 bedroom brick with
family and dining rooms,
plus carport and detached
garage, no pets $425.00
plus deposit Almo area.
437-4386
360
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGES20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC White & Yellow Labs
MH & Field Champion
$300 & $350 554-1339
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
RABBITS for sale
Pet or meat
753-8101
390
Livestock & Supplies
FOR Sale 2 miniature
Donkeys. 1 spotted standard fennel 436-2347

rvIces Offered

Servicas Coffered

LOTS FOR SALE

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

Starting at 512.500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages

David's Cleaning
Services

270-437-4838

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

-11PsiortUtthty Vehictes

410

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"

1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118

R

i
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E RANO TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

E.9.28
WE DO!..,34.7,1?-77

Visit Our Showroom Today

>

33
0

-v

er014 VANCE
GENERAL
767-9036

CONTRACTING
994-0388

custom homes, additions
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior
Many Quality References Available

Campers
1992 30ff Dutchman,.ruce
camper $6.500. For Sale
or Trade for 5th wheel
cam r. 759-1777

A
affordable
hauling,
cleaning out garages, attics, gutters, junk, tree
work 436-5141

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick *All External Cleaning

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use -Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Phone (270) 759-4734

r-

0
Net. 641 1.153 MsSo.44 Murray ID tom lesx Awl ROI 1500 mix
RAMC TILE • c..(2)1.1P %E • I.
• HAPD:.00D•CARPET

Order by 11 a.rn. &
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning"

David Borders

0
0
0

•

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

CONCRETE fininshing
Free estimates
sidewalks, driveways,
patios.
435-4619.

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallimore, Owner

La mb Brotherts
Moving Co.
1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

1

A Bigger Se . non - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Strop - Before You Buys

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fn. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
i270) 753-1713
TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting. Pressure Wash
Z67-9014
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Rooting, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters 7532592.
560
Free Column
FREE fill material, we
haul, in Murray area
Some large chunks Call
753-3355 from 7-4 p.m.

731447.5422

Free
Pallets

Global Mortgage Link

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

WE SERVICE

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULWill Do Insurance Work
ING junk clean up, cleanTO a good home, short
DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
& Mastercard ALLepted
ing out sheds, gutters, tree
haired pointer. spayed, 1
Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility
work 436-2867
year old, and an invisible
fence w/dog. 753-4699 or
A-1 Tree Service
*Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rates
435-4565.
Stump Removal
•Multiple no money down programs
FENCING
492-8737.
•No income/no asset verification
*Complete Line
437-3044
programs priced at conventional rates
•Free Estimates
Free Estimates
*Insured
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
MAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
759-1519.
Decks.
Home
Additions.
OF OUR FRIENDLY LOAN.ORICINATORS WILL DO THE REST
HAULING
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Cleaning out garages
Garages, Pole Barns, Metsheds, carport atics,
al Buildings, Fending.
Gerry Puckett•Darren 4. Jones • Jacquelyn liaison • Patty Butler
and storage
Quality Workmanship.
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite IS
753-2555
Licensed
Luke Lamb
753-7860 753-1194
3 bedroom, 2 bath brick 97 Chevy Lumina, good
Loading Dock
home, 21x24 - garage, car, good maint. 140,000 AFFORDABLE Mower reHYDRO CLEAN
of
fenced in yard. 1061 Rob- miles, AM/FM. 6 Disc pair. tillers. go carts, etc.
Pressure Washing
ertson Road North, 767- changer, $3,950.00. 762- Free pickup, delivery. 436Murray
Exterior Cleaning
2867
0247.
0405. Must Sell
Vinyl, Brick. Decks,
Ledger & Times
ALL Carpentry,
Driveways, roofs & More
3BR, 1 bath brick home 98 Pontiac Firebird, Power
Electrical.
everything,
T-Tops,
Free Estimates.
V6,
Large Family room deFirst Come
New Const. Home & MoStephen Alexander
tached carport 1204 Mel CD player, 111,000 miles.
bile
Home
repair,
Termite
First Serve
270-527-8577
rose, shown by Appt 753- $10,500.00 753-3669 day.
& Water Damage, Re436-2428 Night
5892
placement Windows. Vinyl
Please
LEE'S
3BR. 2BA built in 1997. FOR Sale. 1990 Mercury
Siding, Painting, Decks.
Phone
No
Calls
CARPET
Topaz, Silver, $950.00.
30x40 detached garage
Call Larry Nimmo.
3046
Poor
Farm 759-4746
CLEANING
753-9372, 753-0353.
NEAL STARKS MOTOR
Road 753-3370
•Carpets *Furniture
SALES 4434 Murray Hwy.
-Emergency water
5 Bedroom. 3 Car garage.
Asphalt SEALCOATING
in Hardin. KY We have 7
removal
Brick 1 1/2 Story Ranch. 3
& STRIPING
cars & 2 Trucks left. You
*Free Estimates
Bath. Custom built 5 years
Call Ronnie Geunn
*Wrinkle Repair
old 112 Birchwood Cross- don't want to miss out on
-The Asphalt Doctor"
our deals 437-4465.
field Estates, corner lot.
*Quick Drying
•Compare our work
owner will hold land con*Compare our prices
753-5827.
tract. 436-2805 After 6 00
•References furnished
p.m
Mitchell Brothers
*Workmanship & Material
Paving Specializing in
EASY Lake Access
Guaranteed
.Asphalt paving
3br. 1 bath 14x70 trailer
*Fully Insured
•Seal coating
16x32 addition, 1 acre lot
•Free Estimates
•Striping
Good hunting & fishing
270-759-1953
*Hauling
436-2814 after 5Pm
Asphalt Sealcoating
759-0501
HAMILTON house 14x70
Travis Asphalt Sealing
753-1537,
trailer and Lg wooden Bldg
*Driveways
for sale Furnished or Un
ROOF LEAKING'?
*Parking lots
furnished Also 1989 Nev
Call a professional
FREE ESTIMATES
Yorker w/ some body dam
435-4645
753-2279
•BANKRUPTCY
age $900 Dependable
CREDIT
ROY
HOLLAND'S
•SLOW
car. Only interested calls
.REPOSSESSIONS
B&B Barn Builders
AUTO MECHANIC SHOP.
please 761-1953
Pole barns. Sheds,
•DIVORCE
All Types of Auto Repairs
HOUSE for sale
garages of any size.
306 Industrial Road
The Original
1888 Highland Road
You need it, we'll build it.
Look for the signs
Call 474-2708
1-800For affordable
Monday-Friday
quality service
HOUSE for sale 4 bdr. 2
CAR-LOAN
7 30am-4pm
Call Mike or Ben
Bath
24 Hour Hotline
753-0520
436-5233
or
210-6039
www mymansion com/
PoplarStreet
SUREWAY
CARPORTS Starting at
Vans
MUST SELL Nice 3BR,
TREE SERVICE
$675 installed Roy Hill
2Ba, Brick, C/H/A. 1709
Stump Removal
(270)436-2113
2000 Dodge Sport CaraCalloway 753-6397
Insured with full line of
PAINTING
van White. loaded, with
equipment
NEW Duplex for sale, 3br,
PAY LESS
factory warranty. 753-2769
Free estimates
2 bath utility room, kitchCall Dan 753-9618
after 4 00 p.m.
753-5484
en, den Each side is
leased for year Great investment Call 753-3966
REMODELED 3br, sunroom, LR, 2 full bath, 1984 GMC 3 quarter ton
the full sports picture when you read
C/H/A, new vinyl siding, in 4x4, run great $3 400
town $50.000 Call after 080 767-0731
The Murray Ledger & Times, It's packed
1984 Nissan 4x4 King cab
6
3-8023
with the latest sports reports about your
67.xxx
original
miles
$1.650 270-753-4519 or
favorite teams, giving you all the news
748-5382
1986
Jeep
Comanche
4x4
1994 FXR Harley David
you need to stay in the game
son
18.400
miles 5 speed, well maintained
Runs
and
looks
good
In511.500 00 (270) 527cludes cap and bedliner
5979
Subscribe to home delivery today and get the
tit 000 75,1-5511
1995 Honda 300 EX. good
1995 Ford Ranger XLT
full picture for half the newsstand price!
sharp $1,800 270-753105.xxx miles, runs per4519 or 748-5382
fect,
great
condition,
2001 Kasea 50CC kids $4.000.00 Neg.
759-9373.
quad, excellent condition, '91 S-10 Ext
New 4.3L &
$1.300 270-753-4519 or clutch. Leer
bed shell
748-5382
166,5904 I nave Mns_sa
for just
2001 Yamaha Raptor ex- 94 Chevy S-10 4WD with
cellent condition $4,500
bedliner. 67,xxx miles
OBO 767-0731
S6.500 00 753-3721

4t!

GARAGE SALE

REfISOLV

1706 Holiday Dr.
Sept. 18-19-20
CD radios,
Christmas Village,
decorations, dishes,
novelties, rugs,
pillows, clothes.
table, chairs,
jewelry, lots odds
& ends

(id started %%eh ilk.
xectnie iii
Emplo!,
Classil led,.
Don't spend anodic, yeo,
null a job that do:sift
make

The Murray Ledger & Times
CLASSIFIEDS
Call 753-1916 for more information.

New Classified Deadlines
-To iieller .";errt(

'fur Ir.0

PUBLISHED

DEADLINE

TIME

Monday

Friday

11 am

Shopper Guide"

Friday

11 am

Tuesday

Monday

11 am

Wednesday

Monday

5 pm

Thursday

Wednesday

11 am

Friday

Wednesday

5 pm

Saturday

Thursday

12 noon

-Shopper Guide will now be built off of Monday Classifieds instead of Tuesday.

NEED
CREDIT?

WE
DELIVER!

Call 753-1916 to place your ad today!

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1x2 ad 25 WORD MAX.
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

Get

call 270-753-1916
to subscribe.

THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

6 MONTHS OF HOME DELIVERY

40.50

•••

FAX 270-753-1927

e-mail: mIt@murrayledger.com

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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DR. GOTT

1

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What are the
signs of colon cancer?
DEAR READER. Most colon cancers grow slowly; consequently, early
malignancies usually produce no
symptoms whatsoever. As the tumor
enlarges, it may leak blood into the
intestine. This may be the first sign of
a problem. However, the blood in the
stool may be invisible to the naked eye
and can only be diagnosed with a
chemical test (Hemoccult and others)
that identifies the presence of blood.
Eventually, the cancer grows large
enough to cause signs and symptoms,
including changes in the pattern of
evacuation, abdominal pain, weight
loss, malaise, weakness and obvious
blood in the stool.
Colon cancer is, for the most part,
curable if it is discovered in its early
stages. This is the reason that adults
with a family history of malignancy —
and any person over the age of 50 —
should undergo periodic colonoscopies.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently had an
MRI scan that showed a shadow deep
in my braM, consistent with a previous stroke. Needless to say, this sur-

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I want to add to
your advice to "Confused in New
York," the 18-year-old girl who
wants to be an architect and whose
mother is pressuring her to find a
boyfriend. Your advice was on target, but you forgot something.
As an architecture student in
my fifth year, I can attest to the
fact that "Confused" will not have
time for a boyfriend once she starts
college. Architecture school is
extremely demanding. I rarely had
time to sleep, eat and bathe, much
less time for a boyfriend and a life
outside of school.
She can use this legitimate excuse
to keep her mother at bay while she
sorts through her feelings about the
opposite sex. Once she graduates,
she'll have her pick of successful men
if that's what she desires.
In the meantime, Mom should
lay off the pressure and thank her
lucky stars that her daughter is college-bound.
CAROL IN JACKSON,MISS.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

LOOKING BACK

on her goal of Ix-collo rig an architect
I preferably at a school far from her
hometown) and see how she develops out of her mom's shadow. She
can stay single as long as she wants
and just explore what's out there.
Whether she's meant to date
boys or girls, it will happen when
she's ready.
NO LONGER CONFUSED
IN CALIFORNIA

4.50%
(September, 2002)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed.for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.0O°. Since early surrencier
charges apply, please call for details

Ad 499ANN006
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OUR SPECIAL. TODAY 15 ONE OF THE
COOK'S FAMOUS HAWAIIAN RECIPES
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SAY SOMETHING HAWAIIAN
TO THIS Gi..JV I

( I NEVER REALIZED
‘.. HE KNEW SO MUCH
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ACrI-1 V
SHOPPING'S
LRTE5T
CHALLENGE'.'
I CAN'T ups)
FIND A STORE.
THE RIGHT SIZE!

APRIL, I pot-if WANT
10 WEAR Ivl\/

I'LLTAKE CARE OF THEM?
THEY'RE
BRAND
, NEW--I ,
DON'T
WANT

r

12 Melodramatic
cry

I WON'T SCUFF THEM/
ESTI PLEEASEI
"
1WELL
OK.

THEM To
GET AL L —
SCUFFED

uPfl

GAIRIFIEL.C1
WE'RE TALKING TO HOG
FARMER EARL 1:71.3ROC

TELL ME,EARL,DO THEY
LIKE BEING BURIED IN THE
DIRT LIKE THAT?

„, ro4

42 Laugh
syllable
43 Haughty type
44 Developed
46 Kyoto
honorific
49 Jacket style
50 More
contented
54 Pinch
57 Rx givers
58 Steel plow
inventor
60 7'a. — ch uan
61 Bumped into
62 Tacked on
63 Topeka loc

1 Gift ribbon
4 Fasten
9 Fork out
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TODAY IN HISTORyi

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Sept. 17, the
260th day of 2002. There are 105
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 17. 1787, the Constitution of the United States was completed and signed by a majority of
delegates attending the constitutional convention in Philadelphia.
On this date:
In 1862. Union forces hurled
hack a Confederate invasion of
WEST
pect of West's having the ace.
EAST
+92
East wins the heart with the Maryland in the Civil War Battle of
+54
A Q 104
V J 9 73
queen and cashes the ace, but he is Antietam.
.743
•A 8 6
fighting a losing cause. Whatever
In 1920, the American Profeshe returns, the only other trick sional Football Association
+9764
4K 8 5 2
— a
you can lose is the ace ofdiamonds. precursor of the National
SOUTH
Football
You don't lose a club trick because League —
4AKQJ 87
was formed in Canton,
your clubs are eventually discarded
V 852
Ohio.
on dummy's diamonds.
•J
In 1972. "MASH- premiered on
Now let's suppose you impru4Q 103
TV.
CBS
dently
The bidding.
played the king of hearts
In 1976. NASA publicly unWest
South
North East from dummy at trick one. In that
2•
Pass
1+
Pass case, good defense would defeat veiled the space shuttle Enterprise
at ceremonies in Palmdale, Calif.
you.
Pass
2+
4•
In 1978. after meeting at Camp
East takes the ace,and instead
Opening lead — three of hearts.
of cashing the queen, he returns a David. Israeli Prime Minister MenEverybody plays to win, and low heart! He does not have to be achem Begin and Egyptian Presiit is good policy to keep this in a genius to do this. East realizes dent Anwar Sadat signed a framemind during the play of a hand. So that if you had the jack, you would work for a peace treaty.
when West leads a low heart have played low from dummy at
In 1996. former Vice President
against your four-spade contract, trick one rather than put up the Spiro T. Agnew died in Berlin, Md..
it is best to assume that East has king.
at age 77. <B><P>
West wins the heart at trick
the ace and adapt your play accordTen years ago: A federal judge
ingly. In the long run, it would not two and shifts to a club, and in the
overturned
the impeachment of forpay to think that West is in the fullness of time you go down one.
mer U.S. District Judge Alcee HastTomorrow: Imaginative defense.
ings. saying he did not receive a fair
02002 King Features Syndicate Inc
trial by the Senate, which had convicted him in 1989 of perjury and
conspiracy. Special prosecutor
Lawrence Walsh called a halt to his
CROSSWORDS
five-and-a-half-year probe of the
Iran-Contra scandal.
ACROSS

.Es a-r-TIE F

were married in an August ceremony at West Fork Baptist Church.
Murray High Tigers lost to Mayfield Cardinals in a _football game
played at Cardinal Stadium. Mayfield.
40 years ago
David E. Bogard, seaman apprentice, U.S. Navy, is serving
aboard the attack aircraft carrier
USS Saratoga, operating out of
Mayport, Fla. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Troy W. Bogard.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Richard Wilson. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. W.M. Miller and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hill.
In football games. Murray High
Tigers won 42 to 7 over Morganfield for its third win of the season:
and Murray State Thoroughbred,
lost to East Tennessee for its season
opening game.
50 years ago
Published is a story by Nat Ryan
Hughes on the new building for the
First Methodist Church on Maple
Street. Also pictured is an architect's drawing of the proposed
building to be erected at an approximate cost of $250,000.
Gerald McCord, James H. Bondurant. Bill Rowlett, Phillip Crawford. Ben Crawford and Carl Everett Shroat. all of Murray, are students at the University of Louisville
School of Medicine.
Births reported include twins,
boy and girl, to Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Burton and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. D.E. Warren, Sept. 11; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell, Sept.
I2

A Realistic Assumption

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

CI

10 years ago
Pnhhvbed is a picture of Murray
State faculty members entering
Lovett auditorium at the stall of
Founders' Day Convocation yesterday. Murray State was founded at
Murray State Normal School in
September 1923 with nine faculty
members and 200 students. Today
over 8,000 students, 350 faculty
members and over 1.000 employees
comprise the Murray State University community. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Gina Hancock.
Murray State University Racers
won 36 to 0 over Missouri-Rolla in
a football game at Roy Stewart Stadium.
20 years ago
Forty-five employees of Murray
Fisher-Price Toy Plant can expect a
seasonal cutback today, according
to Paul Kiesow, plant manager.
Thirty-seven years after the William Mason Memorial Hospital
Nursing Class was discontinued, 18
members of the classes met at Kenlake State Park Hotel for a reunion
Sept. 10 and I I.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Hewlett,
Sept. 8, and a boy to Dr. and Mrs.
Michael McClain, Sept. 10.
30 years ago
Graham Feltner, Jim Stahler and
Dan Winters have been elected as
new officers of the Calloway
County Farm Bureau.
Fred Gillum, Calloway County
agent in youth. spoke about 4-H
Club Work at a meeting of Almo
School Parent-Teacher Club. Mrs.
Howard Bucy is PTO president.
Flitabeth Nance and Terry Smith

DEAR NO LONGER CONprised me because I've never been
FUSED: I agree that the young
aware of any neurological deficit or
woman should concentrate on
known of a stroke 1 had the MRI
her goals, but I advised her to
because of headaches and visual
seek counseling because it will
problems. What is now needed?
help her to find out, in a safe
DEAR READER: That depends on
and nurturing environment,
the nature of the MRI "shadow" and
who she is and what she wants.
here I'll have to defer to my radiologist colleagues.
*4.
If the lesion in your brain is a
DEAR
ABBY: When I was 18 I,
growth, the appearance may be diagtoo, had no interest in having a
nostic and you should see a neurosurboyfriend. When I was 21, I met the
geon. If, in contrast, the lesion reflects
man who is now my husband. He
an area of brain-tissue damage (diagwas the first guy who didn't gross
nostic of a stroke), I'd focus my attenme out, and 16 years later, he is
tion elsewhere.
DEAR CAROL: Thank you still my soul mate.
First, let me confirm that
She should go out, have fun, and
"headache and visual problems" for the firsthand testimonial.
That letter caused me to do things she loves. When she's
could, indeed, be caused by a blood
clot that was carried to a portion of receive a bushel of letters. ready, she'll meet someone. Other
18-year-olds could take a lesson
Read on for a sample:
your brain — in short, a stroke. You
from her. More power to her.
need not have experienced loss of
HAPPY IN HAYMARKET, VA.
DEAR ABBY: That girl's mother
consciousness, weakness, speech difneeds counseling more than her
ficulties, and so forth. Should this be
DEAR HAPPY: You're right
daughter. What mother in her right
the case, a neurologist is a logical
next step. Such a specialist will define mind wouldn't jump for joy over a that true love has no timetable.
the extent of the damage, confirm child who could say: "I'm at the top It usually happens when a perwhat, if any, rehabilitation is neces- of my class, play soccer and work in son least expects it.
sary, and suggest therapy to prevent retail after school. One day I'd like
***
to be a great architect. I am a good
future damage.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
person,
don't
feel
but
like
I
I
am
So, the next level of care depends
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
ready to grow up just yet."
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
on your primary care physician or the
In this day and age, where 13- Pauline Phillips.
Write Dear Abby at
doctor who ordered the MRI. You year-old girls are having babies,
www.DearAbby.com
should meet with him or her to ana- that mother should be relieved. As Los Angeles, CA 90069.or P.O. Box 69440,
lyze the problem and decide what fur- you advised, the young woman may
ther steps are necessary either to need counseling to help her underconfirm the diagnosis and/or to under- stand why she avoids men, but her
take therapy to prevent future brain mom definitely needs it so she won't
damage.
push her daughter into relationCONTRACT BRIDGE
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 55, physically ships she's not ready for and for
active, watch dietary cholesterol, and
making her feel like a failure at 18.
was shocked that my blood cholesK WATSON IN FLORIDA
terol was recently 212. What more can
I do to lower it?
DEAR K.: Well said.
DEAR READER: A cholesterol
***
reading of 212 is virtually normal for a
person your age. Short of taking choDEAR ABBY: You missed what
lesterol-lowering medicine, you seem could be an important point for South dealer.
habit ofu.nderleading aces on opento be doing all you can. I would not
Both sides vulnerable.
ing lead against suit contracts,
advise medication at this time "Confused in New York." If she
NORTH
which would be a very poor way to
because there are side effects and spends some time reflecting on who
4 10 6 3
play the game.
potential problems with all the choles- she is vs. who her mother expects
K6
You should therefore play the
her to be, she may find out she's gay.
terol drugs.
•K Q 10 9 5 2
six of hearts from dummy at trick
Copynght 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
"Confused" should concentrate
one,abandoning the unlikely pros• J

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?
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OH YEAH, YOU
I WATER 'EM
AND THEY
GROW REAL

YOU GOT
HIM HOOKER
EARL, NOW
REEL HIM IN

13 Boxer —
Griffith
14 Pasture grazer
15 In-between
17 Desert
phenomena
19 Unhearing
21 Joule fraction
22 Lovers
emotion
25 Barnyard
noise
29 Not hurt
30 Animal with a
shell
32 Cheshire Cat.
finally
33 Web suffix
35 Glossy
37 Poker card
38 Plunder
40 Glances over
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Tenn. evacuees returning home

Felt Like Crying

KNOXVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — Hundreds of evacuees
returned to their homes as emergency responders
worked to neutralize a sulfuric acid leak from a freight
train wreck.
About half of the more than 3,000 people displaced
by the Sunday morning derailment went home Monday
night. The rest could follow today.
"There are a lot of people working on this," Knox
County Sheriff Tim Hutchison said. "Everyone has the
same goal — to try to get everyone back in their homes
and make the community safe again. But no one wants
to allow anyone in there prematurely."
The evacuation was lifted Monday night for residents

in eight of some 20 subdivisions farthest from the accident scene.
A 14 I -car Not-folk Southern train bound for
Birmingham. Ala., derailed around 11:30 a.m. EDT
Sunday, sending 22 cars and two locomotives off the
tracks and causing a tanker car carrying 10,600 gallons
of sulfuric acid to send a noxious plume into the sky.
No one was seriously injured, but about 20 people
were treated, at hospitals for burning throats and skin
exposure to the chemical. Jason Pack, a Knox County
emergency management spokesman, said there was no
evidence the chemical ever reached the subdivisions
where the evacuation was lifted.

Government finds rampant
deception in weight-loss ads

LEE ANN SEYMORE. The New-Enterpose/AP Photo

TOBACCO BARN COLLAPSE ... Tommy Clark looks over a barn that collapsed after housing
4.500 sticks of tobacco at his 300-acre farm in Elizabethtown, Ky., Monday. Clark said he has
not cried in seven years but felt like it now.

Ham biscuit debate raging
between Cadiz, Va. town
SMITHFIELD, Va. (AP) —
Before a forklift has gotten the
chance to hoist the first serving,
Smithfield's planned claim to the
"World's Largest Ham Biscuit" is
being challenged.
The tiny town of Cadiz, Ky.,
claims it set the record 17 years ago
with a biscuit weighing 4,000
pounds, about a pound for every resident. .
Officials of Cadiz's country ham
festival say it had 15,000 people
there as witnesses.
Smithfield's big biscuit is being
planned to honor the Virginia town's
250th birthday. Smithfield Foods is
sponsoring the biscuit measuring 8
feet wide. I foot high and stuffed
with 450 pounds of ham.
It is to be baked Sept. 28 in a
giant, custom oven on the corporate
grounds. and will serve 1,752 people in honor of the town's 1752
founding.
People working to create the
Smithfield biscuit were surprised to
hear about the Cadiz claim.
"When I contacted Guinness
there was no such thing as a ham
category and no record of their
accomplishment,"
said
Pam
Bourassa. a Smithfield community
volunteer.
For 26 years, Trigg County has
held a country ham festival. The
1985 festival introduced its first
giant biscuit, weighing in at 2 tons.
Each year since. the Cadiz festival
has featured a big biscuit.
Baked in a custom-built oven by
the local Future Farmers of
America, the biscuits have been cut
into snack-size pieces and sold.
Tom Berry, assistant editor of the
Cadiz Record, estimated that biscuits for the annual event have
measured about II feet in diameter,
FREE SignS
ESTIMATES

2
-tie 'Do d7e

,,4ee

SALES • SERVICE • INSTALLATION
LIGHTED NON-LIGHTED NEON

weighing about 2,000 pounds each.
"No statistics have been taken
since 1985," Berry said. "They
thought they had the title nailed
down."
Smithfield still plans to build a
replica of its biscuit for permanent
display in a proposed Ham Museum.

By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Weight-loss advertising is riddled
with false or misleading claims that
prey on millions of overweight people seeking help to shed pounds, the
Federal Trade Commission reported
today. The FTC found that 55 percent of weight-loss ads make claims
that lack proof or very likely are
false.
"There are no fast and easy
fixes," Surgeon General Richard
Carmona wrote in a preface to the
study. "The public must adopt a
healthy skepticism about adstrtising
that promises miracles and scientific
breakthroughs."
Carmona said companies should
use real weight-loss results in their

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

promotions and publishers and
broadcasters should screen ads they
run to ensure they "are based on science and not on wishful thinking."
About 61 percent of U.S. adults
are overweight or obese, the report
said, and more than two-thirds of all
Americans are trying to lose or keep
off weight. Consumers spent about
$35 billion in 2000 on weight-loss
products ranging from books and
videos to drugs and diet shakes, the
report said.
The FTC conducted the study
with the Partnership for Healthy
Weight Management. a coalition
that includes scientists, government
agencies and weight-loss companies.
Researchers examined 300

weight-loss advertisements that ran
mostly during the first half of 2001.
The ads were taken from television,
radio, the Internet, newspapers,
magazines, e-mail and direct mail.
The FTC also said its efforts
against deceptive marketing for
weight-loss
have
products
increased.
In April 2000, Enforma Natural
Products, which advertised and sold
-The Enforma System," agreed to
repay $10 million to customers to
settle FTC charges that they used
false claims about scientific testing.
The company promoted its two
products — -Fat Trapper" and
"Exercise In A Bottle" — primarily
with infomercials featuring former
baseball player Steve Garvey.

MONDAY NIGHT SPECIALS
7:00 p.m.-?

$114.95
(*On most cars & trucks - house oil only)

BUCKETS OF BEER
PIZZA BY THE SLICE

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

OHM'OUT 14/7CO'S FOR SVN49451 fOOTBAU SAT/#1-/)
13 Miles South of Murray on Hwy. 121
near Paris Landing• 731-232-8323

Have your baby at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. We'll put you in a
private room. You'll have doctors and nurses who'll treat you like royalty
We'll give you a Miracle Moments Care Package full of goodies for

*MAGNETIC SIGNS *TRUCK LETTERING
*CHURCH SIGNS *CUSTOM BUILT SIGNS
Info Sign CO.
Kirksey, Ky.

You'll receive prenatal and postnatal support, lactation and

(270) 489-2077
nutritional consultation, and massage therapy, if you want

REMEMBER
TO
SHOP
MURRAY
FIRST
Xitals Neat Repeats
Consignment

1st Anniversary Sale
Starting Sept. 13th
All Summer $ 1.00
Register Sept. 13 8 14 Door Prizes

New Fall Is Here
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
(270)762-0207
II- 1
0.tn.
p pt.

it. Plus, you can join our Health & Wellness Center at a
reduced rate. The Miracle Moments Maternity Center at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Where it's sometimes hard to tell who gets babied most: A new baby

Local Interior Superstore
expands to meet customer
demand

New appliances
find perfect home inside
kitchen cabinets

Painting: do-it-yourself vs.
the professional touch

Prepare your lawn for
winter's wear and tear

Prevent fireplace mishaps
with sensible safety tips
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Terry's sees major changes
After 22 years of
business, the
interior design stun,
makes additions.

and 15,000 square feet of furniture.
"There's no body else around
that's got that much stuff," Mathis
said. "We are your one-stop-shop
for all your interior needs."
The store has recently seen several new expansions and additions,
including the new sleep shop which
specializes in Serta mattresses. •
"There was a call for nice bedding," Connie Pace, sales associate,
said. "We just wanted to have an
area where we could display them
and people can actually see them."
Mathis said this will be the only
sleep shop of its kind available in
the area.
"This is the largest Serta exclusive sleep shop within 50 miles,- he
said.
Mathis said providing the sleep
store not only allows customers to
see the mattresses, but actually try
them out.
"It is really much better if you
can lay down on it," Mathis said.

hen a business has been
established for 22 years,
eventually it must change
with the times.
Terry's Interior Superstore, formerly Terry's Decorating, is in the
midst of some of those changes.
"We've been here for 22 years
and people still come in and say. 'I
didn't know all this was here,— said
Rodger Mathis, store manager.
Mathis bragged that Terry's is the
largest flooring outlet in the area
with 40,000 samples of carpet.
hardwood floors and tile, an exclusive Pittsburgh Paints dealer, offers
over 34.000 Waverly window treatment samples. as well as 50,000
samples of name brand wallpaper 1111 See Page 3

W

BRANDIWILLIAMS/Ledger&Tffresphoto

LOADING UP ... Employees at Terry's Interiors Superstore load a new mattress to be delivered from the store's new Sleep Shop division.

Your Winning Team
Whether you're buying or building a home, looking for a home
equity loan, or have any other loan needs, the loan you obtain
will have a long-lasting effect on yourfamily's budget.
That's why you need a Loan Professional. Our Team has

1)Mray Bank

been making loansfor over 89 years combined. We know

How Banking Should Be

the "ins and outs" of the business, and know how to

405 South 12th Street• Murray, Ky. 42071

work with you tofind exactly the loan that's
rightfor your unique situation. Just as no
two loans are alike, neither are lenders.
Stop by and visit our team today.
Bob Manning

You'll leave smiling.

vicePreciderrf

David Severns
Vice President
Mot:Nage Professional

The Murray Bank is your one-stop sourcefor all your loan needs. We are always
available to help with any type of loan you may be needing, small or large.

Jerry D Smith
Senior Vice Pres4ent

270-753-LOAN
1270-753-56261
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•Terry's ...
From Page 2
"We spend a third of our life in bed. I think people
should have the option of a bed that suits them
instead of what the salesman wants you to have or
what is on special."
Mathis also said when a new mattress is delivered,
the store provides the service of donating the old mattress to the Church of Christ to be used by the needy.
Another change that might be approaching is
Mathis and his partner Mark Elkins may have a more
active role in the store.
"We have been given an option to buy, but Miss
Terry will be staying with us," Mathis said.
The store has been owned and operated by Myrtle
and John Terry since it opened 22 years ago, and
Mathis said he wanted to make sure the Terry reputation stays with the store.
"She's going to stay around and help us for a
while," Mathis said. "We have the option and it will
be the next year before we take over."
Mathis said he has been with the store for the past
four months and has seen a considerable increase in
business. He said the most recent large project they
completed was providing all the tile and carpet work
at the old Mayfield Hospital.
"We have the capacity to do large projects and
small projects," Mathis said.
Brandi Williams is a staff writerfor the Ledger &
Times
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Let fabrics create
decorating magic
abrics have long been a
designer's best tool for
creating
beautiful
rooms. Whether the fabrics
are vividly colored or neutral,
patterned or plain, small or
large in scale, there is -perhaps no other single element
that does more to set the
mood of a room and create a
lasting impression.
The following tips can be
helpful for using fabrics in
your home: .
Don't hesitate to use one
strong pattern in a room —
whether it be A large-scale
floral, paisley or other
design. To maximize its
impact, combine it with more

F

BOLD IS BETTER ... A striking, large-scale fabric on
the sofa is the focal point of this elegant living room.

III See Page 4

Energy Star Retailer of the year

Morning in Varenna

we carry the largest selection of energy-saving
Energy Star-rated appliances

by renowned pallet knife artist

Howard Behrens

1. KENMORE 22.5-cu. ft.'
refrigerator Energy Star
qualified. With water filtration.
ice/water dispenser, spill-proof,
slide-out glass shelves. #51392
H. KENMORE 18.1-cu. ft.'
refrigerator Energy Star
qualified. With adjustable spillproof glass shelves
A
and meat drawer. *72852
('. KENMORE Calypso
washer Energy Star
qualified. For America's
cleanest clothes.' 122062
•Among leading brand eanyeational
w a‘hers, based ea•13-lb. load.

D. KENMORE washer
Energy Star qualified.
High efficiency, automatic
temperature control, stainless
steel rub. #42042

Money isn't All You're Saylng

Owned & Operated
By Opal Hart
Murray, KY
Bel-Air Center
753-2310
Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12-5

Li

An Energy Star appliance assures home energy cost
savings and conserves our country's energy supply.
Sears carries more Energy Star rated appliances
than any other retailer.

EAR'S
Where else?TM

K.,1
J111.

—The Home of the tiltinhlte CUStorn fraotioz111on.-Fri. 4-3, Sat. 4-4
Mtirr,w •
101 \ 12th •
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II Fabrics ...
From Page 3
subtle, undervated fabrics and
wallpaper.
• Fabrics are a great option if you
have furniture you're tired of but
don't want to replace. Re-upholstering a good quality sofa with
something new will update your
home and be an excellent investment. If your dining table is sturdy
and in good proportion to the room,
you can cover it with a fitted or
unfitted table cover.
• Certain rooms look best if you
use one strong pattern on several
surfaces. Many fabric collections,
like Stroheim & Romann's Damask
Gallery and Les Toiles IV, offer
coordinating wallpapers. This
works especially well if the pattern
is fairly simple with relatively few
colors.
• Window treatments are often
the focal point of a room, and there
is a wide range of fabric possibilities to make the most of them.
Choose from delicate sheers that let
in lots of light, rich damasks, brocades or velvets for a formal look,
opulent silks that billow gracefully,•

or colorful prints.
•Rooms will have a more pulledtogether look if you repeat the main
fabrics. For example, if you've used
a dramatic pattern on an upholstered piece, use the same pattern
elsewhere as an accent — a contrast
banding on a solid drapery, or a pillow on solid or textured upholstery.
• For an especially luxurious
look, use an interesting pattern to
upholster your walls. Fabrics can be
applied flat to the wall, or you can
achieve a quilted look by applying a
layer of polyester batting under the
decorative fabric.
• When choosing fabrics for
major pieces of upholstery, don't
feel the need .to match too many
pieces — that can look boring. One
possible decorating scenario is to
combine a pattern like a floral in
one of the pieces with one or more
solid or textured piece and then add
another in a coordinating stripe or
check. The pattern mix gives a
room a more energetic and up-todate look than one with matched
furniture.

Introducing

Sept. 17, 2002

Experts offer tipsfor keeping
heating bills low at home
hen the weather gets manager at Owens Corning.
colder, adding another "However, making a few simple
layer of clothes makes
sense as a means to stay warmer, but
•See Page 5
what about the house? Adding
another layer of insulation can help
keep the heat inside during the cool
fall and winter weather.
According
to
the
U.S.
Department of Energy, checking a
home's insulating system is one of
the easiest and most cost-effective
ways to help save energy and reduce.
energy costs. As a general rule, if a
home has less than 11 to 12 inches
of insulation in the attic, it could
probably use more.
-Adding insulation is just one way
to significantly reduce heating bills. KEEP IT INSULATED ...
many
There are also other things home- While there are
homeowners
options
for
owners can do to keep their utility
when it comes to lowering
bills manageable.
"A bigger utility bill is inevitable heating bills, the best
every fall and winter due to high method for keeping homes
energy prices and increased usage," warmer is by making sure
said Tim Grether, technical services there's enough insulation in
the attic.

W

Appliances

MURRAY

exclustrely at...

APPLIANCE

"We Service Or Sell Farts Far Mast Major Brands Of Major Appliances

212 E. Main St.•(270) 753-1586
• 1•••••••••••••••••••••••I
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•Heating ...
From Page 4
can help homeowners trim idcreased
energy expenses. If consumers
spend less on energy to keep their
home comfortable, then they will
have more to spend on other purchases."
In fact, the Energy Information
Administration estimates that households nationwide spend about
$1,400 per year on energy costs —
with more than half of that used for
heating expenses in many regions of
the country.
Here are a few more tips to help
homeowners cut heat costs this season:
• Install a programmable thermostat — A programmable thornostat
can automatically lower and raise a
home's air temperature when homeowners are at work or sleeping. If
used appropriately, the energy savings can help offset the costs for a
programmable thermostat in less
than one year.
• Change furnace filters frequently — Homeowners can improve the
energy efficiency of their heating

and cooling systems by cleaning air
registers, baseboard heaters and radiators as needed and changing forced
air heating system air filters monthly. An alternative to swapping out
the replacement filter is to use washable filters (around $20 each). With
care, they can last up to five years.
•Plug the drafts — The exterior of
the house is the first line of defense
against drafts — so caulking, sealing
and weatherstripping around all
seams, cracks and openings is
important. Pay special attention
around windows and where siding or
bricks and wood trim meet.
Homeowners can also reduce chafts
from the inside by sealing areas near
electrical boxes and plumbing penetrations.
• Close vents to guest rooms —
Today's larger homes often have
more rooms than family members to
fill them. By closing the vents to one
spare bedroom in the house, homeowners can help cut your energy
bills. The vents can always be
opened when guests visit.

AKE-LAND
AliNg
ECIAUSTS
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Winterizing provides
measurable returns
s fall turns into winter and
temperatures begin to
drop, home-heating costs
start to rise. And while most homemaintenance projects save you
money over time, only a few of
them produce an immediate and
measurable return. Making your
home energy efficient is one of
them. Energy loss can occur in the
home due to gaps or insufficient
insulation. Use the following rec-

A

ommendations for making your
home energy-efficient:
• Seal air leaks around windows.
• Stop air infiltration around
drafty doors.
• Fill voids and gaps around
pipes, ducts, vents and switch
plates.
• Seal air leaks where surfaces
meet, like ceramic tile and base•See Page 6

Home Improvement Tip:
Purchasing bedding items can often be confusing. Faced with a department
store full of prints, patterns and pillows, how do you know where to start to outfit the bedroom? According to bedding expert Jennifer Hamilton of Home &
Garden Television, there are certain tips you can follow. Here are a few:
• Hold up a sheet to the light to determine its quality. Light will not shine
through a high-quality thread-count sheet.
• Only buy preshrunk flannel sheets or else your fitted sheet might become
too small after one washing.
• Cotton sheets are described by thread count, which literally means the
number of threads in the cloth.
•When filling a decorative sham, always buy an inexpensive queen-size pillow. It fills the sham completely — even in all the corners.

DARNELL
Appraisal & Consulting

Murray, Kentutky 270-753-6895
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PANTING
RESIDENTIAL,COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL

Sosermazi,vc cusrom
WoRA-mowsH/Ri

4N,

*CUSTOM HOMES
*SPECIAL COATINGS
*WATER REPELLENTS
*SPRAY PAINTING
*EPDXY COATINGS

*FAUX FINISHES
*JOINT SEALANTS
*PRESSURE CLEANING
*DECK &FENCE
RESTORATION

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR INTERIOR/EXTERIOR PAINTING
*3-D PAINTING IMAGE TECHNOLOGY
See Your End Results Before Your Final Decision

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL

ritrw

270-753-6895
COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES • FULLY INSURED • OWNER: JIM OSMAN

Murray's Largest Appraisal Firm
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • FARM • ESTATES
Accepted by all local lenders
Murray Office 100 N. 6th • Old National Hotel

(270) 753-9999
Serving Murray and Western Kentucky
www.darnellappraisal.com
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Fire protection

From Page 5
board.
Leaks around door and window
frames where the frame meets the
home's exterior surface, can waste
heating energy and even allow
moisture to damage the components of your home. Now is the
perfect time to look at these areas,
and others, that will benefit from
the protection of a quality sealant.
Test windows and doors for
leaks by holding a lighted candle
near all of its joints and connections. If the candle flickers, you
have an air leak. Be sure to check
where one section meets another,
where each section meets the frame
and where the frame meets the
wall. Another way is to test is using
the "light detector test." If natural
light penetrates through gaps and
cracks, so does air.
For doors and windows, seal the
air leaks by caulking exterior leaks
and adding or replacing weather
stripping. Also, a foam sealant can
be injected between the frame of
the window or door and the frame
of the house. In this case, it is
important to use a foam product
specifically designed for this application.
A foam sealant is also recommended to fill gaps around
through-wall pipe penetrations, airduct penetrations, drain pipe penetrations through cabinet floors,
around electrical boxes, utility panels, sill plates and exterior cracks.
Be sure to use a paintable sealant
if you are sealing a gap or crack
that will need to be painted over.

Sept. 17, 2002

Easy tips for fireplace safety
efore lighting the first fire
this fall, the Hearth, Patio &
Barbecue
Association
iHPBA) recommends that people
follow a few simple fireplace safety
steps.
"Prevention is the name of the
game when it comes to fire safety,"
noted Carter Keithley, president
and CEO of HPBA. "It's easy to
stay safe and use fireplaces properly:, ,

B

The HPBA recommends the following fireplace prep tips:
• Make sure chimneys and vents
are clear of creosote buildup or
obstructions.
• Clean out ashes from previous
fires.
• Add a fire screen in front of the
fireplace to protect against sparks.
• Open the damper.
• Make sure the area around the
fireplace is clear of furniture,
books, newspapers or other potentially flammable materials.
• Check the batteries in smoke
and carbon monoxide detectors to
ensure proper operation.
• Make sure all firewood is dry
and well-seasoned.
The HPBA offers additional fireplace safety advice that can help
reduce the risk of unnecessary fires
and prevent carbon monoxide poisonings.
• Make sure the fire is completely out before going to bed-or leav-

FIRE SAFETY ... Fireplace safety steps taken before lighting
the first fire of the season can help prevent injuries and potential disasters.
ing the house.
• Make sure glass doors are
installed properly.
• Don't use more than one manufactured firelog at a time.
• Never burn garbage, charcoal
or plastic in the fireplace.
• Never use gasoline or any liquid accelerant to help start a fire.
• Keep small children and pets
away from the fireplace.
• Never leave a fire unattended.
• If building a wood fire, keep the
fire proportionate to the size of the
fireplace.

L INTEGRITY CUSTOM CABINETS

NESD) tit'LP7

- Kitchen Cabinets
- Vanities
- Counter Tops(Cohan & Surrel)
- Bookcases
- Entertainment Centers
- Gun Cases

Custom Framing and Matting &
In-Stock and Special Order Prints

NEW FALL PATTERNS!

30% Off All Special Order Books
Double Rolls As Low As

Jeff Henderson
Owner
"It's Not fuse Our Name, It's The Way We Do Business"

270-767-9663
203 LP Miller Street • MurraY—KY

• Don't close the damper until the
embers have completely stopped
burning.
• When cleaning out the ashes,
don't put them in paper or store
them near the home until extinguished.
Like any appliance, a fireplace
requires regular maintenance to
ensure its proper working order.
Even if you have a gas fireplace, or
any other hearth product, the HPBA
recommends annual service by a
hearth professional certified by the
National Fireplace Institute (NFI).

$5

Wall • aper
Open Mon.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-1
Court Square, Murray
753-7575

Call Angie Caisson For Paper
Installation & Decorating Ideas
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Simple steps prepare lawns for winter months
11 spring and summer long
you've toiled in the front
yard to create a perfect
green carpet of lush, thick grass.
However, come autumn are you

supposed to just sit back and let
• Watering is one of the most
Mother Nature take her course and important preparations for a
turn your hard work into a dried- healthy lawn come the spring.
out eyesore? There are steps you Although your lawn goes dormant
can take early in the season to pre- during winter months, it is imporpare your lawn for next year.
tant to remember the grass is living
.-and needs moisture for survival.
Water your lawn prior to the "deep
freeze- to keep the soil moist. It
takes much colder air temperatures
to lower the temperature of moist
soil than that of dry soil.
• Make sure the soil is well fertilized. Slow-release formulas or
winterizing fertilizers are available
to keep your lawn well fed and
healthy. Or. consider adding a
nutritional boost using a soil product like Scotts Enriched Lawn Soil
to make maintaining the lawn even
easier. Enriched soil often works
better than native soil, which is
often depleted of the essential
nutrients needed to maintain
vibrant, green grass, and balances
WINTER GARDENS ... There are easy steps you can take early in the seathe problems of moisture retenson, like aerating new sod so that water, food and air can get through, to
tion, fertilization and poor soil
prepare your lawn for next year.

composition.
• Rake and pick up fallen leaves.
Autumn foliage makes the time of
year an awe-inspiring spectacle.
but those beautiful falling leaves
can wreak havoc on your lawn.
Leaves compacted on top of the
lawn can Cause snow Mold development when winter arrives.
• Fungal diseases thrive best in
cool weather. Inspect your lawn
carefully through the fall and winter. If you suspect it has fallen prey
to problems like brown patch. gray
leaf spot or another disease, consult your local lawn and garden
center for recommended treatment.
Here are a few more winter
lawn-prep pointers:
• Aerate new sod so that water,
food and air can get through the
thick base of the sod squares.
• Don't cut your lawn too short
in the fall. Mow the grass so that it
is at least 2-inches high.
• Lime lightly and periodically
to raise your lawn's pH as needed.

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
"Quality Work Since 1937"

802 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

(270) 753-8181
SHEETMETAL • HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING • INSTALLATION AND SERVICE
Industrial • Commercial • Residential • Mobile Homes • Marine Air
• Commercial Refrigeration
• Sheet Metal Mechanics with 10-26 years of experience! • Six Radio Dispatched Service Trucks! • Emergency Service •
Factory-Trained Service Technicians • Over 90 years Combined Management Experience

ALA_ ESFtA 141 COS
WE SEIE
OTHER SPECIALIZED SERVICES!
• Architectural Sheetmetal • Custom Welding Fabrication • Custom Sheetmetal Work • Galvanized, Brass, Copper,
Aluminum and Stainless Steel • Commercial Gutters • Humidifiers and Air Cleaners • Designer Grilles and Registers
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Professionals answer painting questions
hen it comes to doing-ityourself, many homeowners need to know the basics
of what to do or what not to do when
choosing to repaint their own homes
or the advantages of doing-it-themselves versus hiring a professional to
do the job for them.
According to Jason Merriss, manager of Sherwin-Williams, one of the
common mistakes do-it-yourselfers
make prior to painting is not properly testing existing paint to determine
whether it is latex or oil-based.
-You can test paint by applying a
little rubbing alcohol and if it's latexbased, the alcohol will remove a
slight paint film but it won't touch
oil-based," Merriss said.
Merriss said it's important to test
paint because oil and latex paints
cannot be mixed. Because of the
rubbery nature of latex and the brittleness of oil-based paints, mixing of
the two can create an 'alligator' look
in which the paint cracks all over.
When painting. Merriss also said it
is important to use painter's tape
when masking off an area versus reg-

W

ular masking tape because painter's
tape is a medium tact and will come
off in one larger piece rather than
several smaller pieces such as masking tape.
"People also need to peel the tape
off before the paint is completely dry
but not while it is still freshly wet,"
Merriss said. "If you wait until the
paint is completely dry, the tape will
pull some of the paint off with it."
Merriss also said it is also important to choose a good roller and/or
painting.
when
paintbrush
Paintbrushes containing natural bristles should be used with oil-based
paints and synthetic bristles should
be used with latex-based paints.
In addition to knowing common
mistakes do-it-yourselfers can often
make, it is also important to know the
pro's and con's of choosing to do the
job yourself versus having it professionally done.
According to Paul Myhill, owner
of Paints Plus, there are both good
and bad aspects of choosing to do-itKRISTY HOPPER/ Ledger & Times photo

III See Page 10
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PAINTERS PALLET ... Melinda Patterson stands with Sherwin Williams
employee Brad Bucy as she chooses possible paint samples.
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Sales • Service • Installation
GRABER
Custom Window

Owner - Jamie Vance

Treatments

Commercial & Residential Flooring

License #M00550

PAINT PLUS

753-0112

918 S. 12th St. •(Behind Sirloin Stockade)

759-4979

402 Pine Street • Murray, K1142071
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"Your Complete Home Fashion Center"
• Furniture
• Carpet, Hardwood, Vinyl
& Ceramic Tile
• Pittsburgh Paints & Stains

• Serta Sleep Shop
• Waverly Home Fashions
• Window Treatments
• Wallpaper

John Terry

Myrtle Terry

Mark Elkins

Aka"
Rodger Mathis

South 12th St. • Across From Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
(270) 753-3321
Store Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m. • Sat. 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
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Bricks stand as top builders

•Paint...
From Page 8
yourself. The pro's of doing-it-yourself include being able to paint at
your own leisure, saving money
through the cost of labor, no scheduling problems and if you begin
painting and decide you • warrranother color, you can change ,the color
right away. On the other hand, a professional painter may have the job
complete before you decide it is not
the right color choice for you.
The pro's to having a job professionally painted include not having
to purchase equipment, which can
become very costly depending on
the size of the job. Also, professionals can get the job completed quicker, apply proper painting techniques,
make less mistakes if any and professionals are more skilled at working in high environments.
"Whether you're going to save
money by doing-it-yourself or having a professional do the job for you,
really depends on the size of the job
and whether or not you intend to take
on a project like it again," Myhill
said.
Kristy Hopper is a staff writerfor
the Ledger & Times.

hat building product has
been around for thousands
of years and is made from
the primal elements of earth, water
and fire?
A: Brick.
— few years, a
Every
new "revolutionary" home siding product hits
the market. In the 1950s, it was aluminum siding. In the 1980s it was
vinyl. More recently, we've seen
synthetic stucco products (also
known as EIFS — Exterior
Insulation and Finish Systems) and
fiber cement board. A current addition to the list is simulated stone
(dyed cement formed into rock and
stone shapes).
All these products have one thing
in common — they are made to
emulate another established siding
material. Vinyl, aluminum and fiber
cement board are wood "impostors", while EIFS is a stucco lookalike and synthetic stone tries to
capture the look of the real,.quarried
variety.
With brick, what you see is what
you get. There is no substitute. In
fact, many brick manufacturers are

W

BRICK REMAINS A BUILDING PRODUCT that is durable, versatile and attractive for traditional or contemporary architecture.
returning to their roots, creating
lines of hand-made, wood-mold
brick, or tumbled brick to achieve
the individually crafted look of
brick common during the early days
of our country.
New siding products are created

to meet consumer demands for
lower maintenance, longer life,
increased energy efficiency or more
design flexibility. Brick's popularity
•See Page 11
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•Bricks...

Home
Improvement Tip:

From Page 10
has endured for centuries because it
already meets, and often exceeds,
these demands.
One independent home information Web site describes brick's
strength, saying,"Brick is one of the
most durable siding materials: it
doesn't need to be painted, doesn't
rot, doesn't fade and weathers handsomely." Beyond these tangible
attributes, brick possesses a unique
charm that starts with the clay from
which it is formed and ends when a
mason places the brick in the wall.
The individual nature of brick
makes each one as unique as a
snowflake or a work of art.
So, why doesn't everyone build
with brick? Many mistakenly think
that brick is out of their price range
or that brick is incompatible with
their design ideas. In fact, building a
50 percent brick home actually costs
only 2 to 4 percent more than a 100
percent vinyl home, depending on
the size of the house and the part of
the country it's in.
In the Midwest, for example, a
1,500-square-foot, brick front home

LIGHTS

costs only 1.5 percent more than its
vinyl-sided counterpart, and brick
on three sides of the house will only
add 3.85 percent to the vinyl-sided
home price. Brick is even more
competitively priced with other siding materials, like aluminum, fiber
cement board and EIFS, making
brick an option available to almost
everyone. Plus, the premium for
brick is easily recouped when you
consider the fact that resale value of
brick homes is 5 to 10 percent more
than their non-brick neighbors.
As for design possibilities, the
nature of brick installation — done
one brick at a time — lends itself to
unique elements including quoins,
arches and unique or decorative
bonding patterns, like basket weave
or herringbone. Even the mortar,
which makes up 20 percent of a
wall, can dramatically change the
look of a home through color variation (matching vs. contrasting) and
application techniques including
concave, flush or extruded.
While brick is often associated
with traditional designs, it is equally

at home with contemporary architecture. Matching brick and mortar
can create a monolithic look popular
with designers looking for clean,
uncomplicated lines. The precise
lines of extruded brick make it well
suited for these contemporary applications, while the softer, more irregular lines of wood-mold or tumbled
brick are ideal for traditional
designs, giving the homes an
authentic air of antiquity.
Homeowners are not the only
ones who recognize the benefits of
building with brick. Communities
and municipalities across the country have passed masonry ordinances
to protect property values and
ensure that future growth reflects a
commitment to quality, not just
quantity. This legislation has been
used by new communities to establish their image and by older communities to protect themselves from
the negative effects of urban sprawl.
By encouraging the use of brick,
these communities are positively
shaping their future — attracting
quality with quality.

If you prefer to do entertaining outdoors to enjoy the
sun, scenery and fresh air,
but don't look forward to the
nuisance that insects, like
mosquitoes and gnats, can
be, here's a solution. Why
not add a sunroom or gardenroom to your home.
Sunrooms and gardenrooms
are the easiest way to
expand your living into the
outdoors. Today's technology allows for year-round
enjoyment in all weather
environments. This room
may quickly become your
favorite room in the house.
Sunrooms have glass ceilings and walls, while gardenrooms have an insulated
ceiling for year-round use.
Both offer a chance for
enjoying your home and
property to the fullest.

KICHLER®

NTINCTION
Crysorarna Llbring Group

OVER 1000
Lighting Fixtures
and
Ceiling Fans
IN STOCK!

Top Quality
Products, With
The Service
You Deserve.
HOLESALE

LECTRIC

• SUPPLY CO.
204 East Main • Murray, KY • 753-8194
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7-5 •Sat. 7-4
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Lighten up
New technology brightens kitchens, baths
ighting in kitchens and bathrooms has improved beyond
Thomas Edison's wildest
dreams — just as the rooms themselves have evolved dramatically.
Today's new kitchens feature
expansive islands and wide-open
spaces, while today's bathroom
often functions as a luxurious
hideaway, complete with Roman
tub, spa and a variety of pampering
fixtures.
•To provide adequate lighting for
such vastly different rooms,
designers have developed an array
of new technology, from greatly
improved low voltage specialty
systems to new incandescent fixtures that use halogen or xenon
bulbs, and new fluorescent sources
that offer greatly improved CRI
(color rendering) and CCT (color
temperature). •
So, how can you take advantage
of these new lighting systems?
Whether you're building a new
home or simply want to add new
life to an existing one, good lighting design is based on a system the
experts call "layering." Instead of
simply mounting a fixture to provide light, layering produces more
interesting spaces by balancing the
decorative and functional aspects
of lighting.
An effective kitchen or bath
lighting system will serve one of
four major functions — and there
is a host of innovative new products available for each of them:

L

• Ambient or General Lighting:
Today's new fluorescent lighting
offers excellent color rendering for
general lighting in kitchens and
baths. New designs offer fixtures
that are beautifully encased in
wood with the latest designer finishes and accents. Or, you can use
recessed fixtures for general lighting, taking advantage of today's
new compact fluorescent lamps.
• Task Lighting: Low-voltage
pendants or recessed low- voltage
lighting over a kitchen island provide excellent task lighting for this
busy workspace. Under the cabinets, try low- voltage linear lighting instead of fluorescent fixtures.
• Supplemental Task Lighting:
Recessed low-voltage lighting is
an ideal choice to provide supplemental task lighting in counterspace work areas in kitchens or
baths.
• Accent Lighting: Small,
adjustable and directional track
fixtures are useful for accenting
countertop or cabinet displays. Or,
you can highlight special items by
displaying them in glass-front cabinets illuminated with innovative
new fixtures. Another popular
accent approach uses low-voltage
linear lighting under the toe space SETTING THE MOOD ... A variety of fixtures can be blended
of a bath cabinet for night lighting. together to create the right amount of illumination and
Finally, you can add another layer ambiance for your kitchen or bath.
of light altogether by lighting on, limited only by your creativity. technologies and new products that
above your cabinets with low-volt- As kitchens and bath designs con- respond to the ongoing changes in
age linear lighting.
sz, functional
.
tinue to evolve, the lighting indus- the way we use thc,
The alternatives could go on and try will continue to develop new and comfortable spaces.
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Important tips for on-the-go homeowners
he average number of vacation days given around the
world adds up to about a
month of free time for most people. And even though Americans
usually can't compete with that
level of luxury, they do spend
quite a few days away from home.
According to a national survey of
homeowners
conducted
by
Honeywell, nine out of 10 homeowners travel for pleasure and
nearly half travel for business.
Many of these people are away for
at least 10 days at a time.
In preparation of your next trip,
there are certain improvements
you can make to your property to
offer you peace of mind when
you're far from home. Here's
some
security
tips
from
Honeywell:
• Scale back shrubbery —
Greenery surrounding the home
creates a tranquil atmosphere and
improves curb appeal. Yet, too
much thick foliage can create
blind spots where potential thieves
can lurk. Considering 22 percent
of homeowners surveyed are concerned about crime while they are
away, trim shrubbery away from
windows and doorways so that
entry points to your home can easily be seen from the street.
• Assess your lighting needs —
Illumination is also a deterrent to
would-be burglars. Install motiondetection systems and flood lights
to eliminate dark recesses around
the house.
• Have your furnace/boiler

T

Did You
Know?

checked before taking an extended
trip — Be sure you are up-to-date
on maintenance schedules for the
major systems of your home. This
way you can leave with reasonable
assurance that no catastrophes will
occur while you're away.
• Install a telephone access
module
to
your
home's
heating/cooling system — This
item gives you secure, remote control over your heating, ventilation
and air conditioning while you are
away from home, which can help
reduce energy costs. For example,
Honeywell's Telephone Access
Module can be accessed by any
touch-tone telephone, standard
phone lire and your passcode. Not
only can you dial into your system
to adjust the temperature of the
home, the Telephone Access
Module can also call you in case
of a heating/cooling system problem. It calls up to three pre-designated numbers, like an office, a
neighbor, or even where you'll be
staying for your trip.
• Consider emergency water
shut-off valves — Rather than
completely shutting off your main
water entry to the home, install
valves that can shut off water to
main appliances, like dishwashers
and washing machines. This way
you'll be able to head off potential
leaks and floods at the pass.
• Create a checklist — Write
down all of the items you want to
double-check before locking up
the house. Include those pesky
things that haunt you after you've

Specializes In:
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR
FURNITURE • WROUGHT IRON

FREE ESTIMATES
753-9382
Paul WIWI

153-0481
Sammy Tidwell

•
I

• •
• e•

DISASTER PREVENTION ... Make simple improvements to the
home that can prevent disasters and give you peace of mind
while you're traveling.
been traveling for hours, like electric coffee pots, stove burners,
irons, window locks, etc. Once
you physically check off each item
you'll feel more secure.
• Make arrangements for pets —
Don't leave your pet home alone
or unattended for several days;
your furry friend could get into
potential trouble around the house.
By knocking over lighting fixtures, chewing electrical lines or
any number of other mischievous
activities, he or she may inadvertently cause a disaster like a fire.
Instead, find a reliable neighbor or
boarding center.
• Consider an alarm/sensor sys-

tern — Alarms can also provide
peace of mind while you're traveling. If they're connected to the
local police or fire station, you'll
know your house will he checked
should the alarm be tripped. Also,
you can connect flood sensors to
your Honeywell Telephone Access
Module for added security and
protection. In fact, 55 percent of
those surveyed said they'd prefer
an automatic alert if a flood sensor
detected water on the floor.
Improve your home before you
travel and you'll help ensure
you'll have a safe retreat to come
home to.

Heating system inspection
ensures cozy winters
ow can you be sure your fur- winter when your furnace will be
nace is operating at peak effi- put to the ultimate test. Here are
ciency and providing maxi- some tips that could help guide you
mum comfort?
in selecting a contractor.
The only way to be certain is to
Most states require licensing, but
have it checked this fall by a certi- not all states require certification. So
fied, licensed heating, ventilation be sure that any contractor you conand air conditioning(HVA0 techni- tact can document that he's a certician.
fied HVAC technician. Ask the dealWhile choosing "the right" contractor may take some time and
effort, it could pay big dividends this •See Page 14
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•Inspection...
From Page 13
er if the technician is NATE (North
American Technician Excellence)
certified. NATE certification requires
testing for knowledge and proficiency.
• Inquire about his training and
experience and his membership in
contractor associations. Also verify
his reputation with the local Better
Business Bureau. They should know
if there are homeowner complaints
about his work.
• Request references. Former customers should be eager to give you a
candid report card oh the contractor's
work.
• Ask the contractor if he carries
liability and worker's compensation
insurance. This insurance will protect
you in the event he accidentally damages your system or sustains an
injury on the job.
• If possible, select a contractor
who has been factory-trained to work
on your brand heating system.
•Obtain cost estimates from several candidates who are qualified to
work on your system if you've never
worked with a contractor in your
area. Be wary of a contractor who
offers an unrealistically low price. •

New technology provides tile alternative
hose looking for a little change in their homes
and wanting to get more for their money, may
want to consider installing new Durastone tile to
bring a little elegance into their life.
According to Paul Myhill, owner of Paints Plus, his
store has been carrying the limestone based tiles for
approximately 10 months now and the new addition is
becoming quite a popular item.
Almost two times as thick as regular floor tiles,
Myhill said Durastone tiles can be easily laid by any
homeowner because of its durability and unlike most
other tiles, the limestone product carries a lifetime warranty and is stain and chip resistant.
"The only downfall is that it doesn't come any smaller," Myhill said.
Each block is 18-inches by 18-inches and cost about
the same as regular tiles. Because of its durability it is
easier to apply over other surfaces with not as much
preparation work required.
"It can easily go over old floors or rougher textured
floors and if anything, it can make the floor stronger
and being so thick, it won't try to curl," he said.
Paints Plus currently carries approximately 40 different varieties of the Durastone tiles to choose from
ranging from solid colors to tiles with a marbleized
look.
Kristy Hopper is a staff writer for the Ledger and
Times.
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FLOOR COVERINGS... Paul Myhill of Paint Plus shows
examples of a new alternative to tile floors.
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Build Your Dreams!
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Cooler kitchens
Cabinets offer alternative to major appliances
ith- the need for more
space in our lives, many
are often seArching for
ways to conserve space in the
home, which is why many companies are beginning to develop more
and more appliances that can be
contained under the counter - freeing up counter tops and larger
kitchen spaces.
One of the newest under the
counter appliances is the Fisher &
Paykel Dishdrawer, which'is carried by
Murray Appliance.
According to Dwight McDowell,
owner of Murray Appliance, the
dishdrawer is more energy efficient
using less watcr and less electricity.
It also allows a person to use one
drawer at a time or both drawers.
allowing smaller loads to be
washed.
"It's new to us... We just brought
it on board and just started selling
it," McDowell said.
Founded in New Zealand, the
dishwasher
incorporated
the
kitchen sliding drawer concept into
dishwashing and the compartments
require fewer movements to open,
load and close to allow the user
easier access and improved visibility into the dishwasher compartment.
The Dishdrawer allows flexibility to design a kitchen without compromise. It can be integrated in the
same cabinetry as the rest of the
kitchen so that it appears to be
another set of kitchen drawers.
According to information provided, each dishwashing compartment has the capacity to hold seven
dinner plates, soup bowls, sets of
cutlery, dessert plates, saucers and
cups. Because it can reach up to
165 degrees, it can provide reassurance knowing the dishes have been
sanitized.
According to Opal Hart, owner
and operator of Sears in Murray,
also being added to the slew of
under the counter appliances are

W

itans.such as ice makers, compact
refrigerators and clothes washers
and dryers.
"Many people parchase compact
refrigerators to serve as an extra
fridge in the home but they can also
be found on larger boats and
campers," Hart said.
The compact r'efrigerators have a
flush back, which allows it to rest
directly against the wall to conserve space and it has a work-top
surface that can be used for preparing meals. The new under the counter icemakers being designed can produce'
25 or 50 pounds of ice within a 24
hour period. It can be used freestanding or installed and is made to
fit into a standard IS-inch wide
cabinet opening.
On the other hand, new clothes
washers and dryers are being
designed with openings at the front
both machines instead of at the tops
so that they can be built into cabinet areas. The machines can also be
stacked in order to save more
space. When stacked on top of one
another, the controls are still within
easy reach and loading and unloading is hassle-free.
"We carry the six top leading
brand names of appliances - many
of which carry the Energystar symbol meaning they are energy efficient by saving time, electricity and
water," Hart said.
While many energy-efficient
appliances are more costly upfront,
Hart said they can save a person
money in the long run because they
save electricity and water and often
last twice as long as regular appliances.
"Sometimes we think we can't
afford something when really
sometimes we can't not afford it,"
Hart said, "Now is the time to preserve and prevent problems for the
KRISTY HOPPER/LEDGER & TIMES PHOTO
next generations."
THE FUTURE OF CLEAN ... Dwight McDowell, owner of Murray Appliance,
Kristy Hopper is a staff vvriter demonstrates how the new Fisher & Paykel Dishdrawer incorporates the
sliding drawer concept into dishwashing.
for the Ledger & Times.

Your Murray Sherwin-Williams store has
everything you need for your fall
redecorating project. Stop in today and
check out the wide selection of quality
paints, stains, wallcovering and
project tools.
• New full-time decorator on staff•
Retail sales only All sayings are off regular prices Nos responsible for typographrcal or artwork errors Sherwen-Williams reserves ttse right to
correct errors at point of purchase 02002 The Shorwrn-Williams Company

your purchase of$25
or more at the Murray
Sherwin-Williams store.
Expires 11/30/02 Retail sales only Pnor sales excluded Present coupon at time of purchase Coupon has no cash value

Visit us at www.sherwin-williams.com

